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Abstract 
In recent years, multi-agent systems are becoming a hot topic in many research 
fields. Combining the power of evolutionary computation, evolutionary multi-agent 
systems have been applied on many problems and proven themselves as a powerful, 
reliable and efficient tool. 
In this thesis, we propose a new approach to combine the knowledge-based 
model and the cooperative technique of evolutionary agents to identify the location 
of the desired object in a satellite image. Object recognition has been an important 
task in many domains dealing with images, such as computer vision, satellite image 
analysis and medical image analysis. Many sophisticated techniques and algorithms 
for feature extraction and object recognition have been proposed and applied in 
recent years. However, these algorithms still have some limitations. With these 
conventional approaches to object recognition, all the possible features must be 
carefully enumerated and exhaustively searched. To build the model for a complex 
image mapping to the real world objects is a nontrivial task. The complexity of 
object recognition is determined by the complexity of the image. 
An important feature of object recognition in remote sensing is the capability of 
spatial reasoning. Many geographical objects are not only defined by their visual 
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characteristics but also the relationship with other objects. Although many spatial 
reasoning algorithms have been developed but most of them do not integrate with 
the object recognition process. 
Our proposed evolutionary multi-agent system framework, SIMULATORS, uses 
a set of evolutionary agents to explore the image features and desired objects in the 
image. The object recognition process is divided into three phases, the image pro-
cessing, the object recognition and the validation phases. The evolutionary agents 
will act as the explorers to collect the raw image information in the image pro-
cessing phase. After collecting the raw image information, a set of image objects 
will be recognized. In the object recognition phase, we can examine the relation-
ships between these image objects and then recognize the target objects according 
to certain constraints. The agents in both phases have a respective knowledge model 
describing the image properties and the relationship between the properties of the 
current object being searched. The structures of these knowledge models in both 
phases are the same in order to keep our system simple. The search paths of the 
agents to the target objects are governed by an evolutionary algorithm. Using the 
evolutionary algorithm we proposed we do not need to tell the agents how to search 
the target objects explicitly but the search paths will be emerged from the evolu-
tion process. Finally, the agents can collect and utilize the information by using a 
voting algorithm to select the best solution in the validation phase. Our approach 
is decentralized and bottom-up in nature. The agents do not need to perform an 
exhaustive search in the image and no explicit control of the agents is required. The 
agents have the capability of spatial reasoning to understand the spatial relationships 
between the objects. 
We use this novel approach to solve some object recognition problems in satel-
lite images. We have observed that the decentralized, bottom-up and evolutionary 
natures of the agents can be used to construct a robust system for object recognition 
in satellite images. The experimental results are satisfactory and have demonstrated 
the flexibility and power of the approach. 
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Multi-agent systems are an active research field in recent years. It was a branch from 
distributed artificial intelligence (DAI) in the late 1970s and evolved to a promising 
research and application field today [108]. It is a new artificial intelligence tech-
nology applicable in many fields. However, the researchers have not given a very 
formal definition to agents yet. Briefly speaking, an agent is a computational entity 
such as a software robot. We can view it as a little autonomous robot perceiving and 
acting upon its environment. This autonomous nature of agents is the reason that 
we sometime use autonomous agents to describe them. An agent can act as an intel-
ligent entity to operate flexibly and rationally without the user's helps. The agent's 
behaviors depend on its knowledge, experience and the environment. A collection 
of agents can be grouped in a multi-agent system. The agents in a multi-agent sys-
tem can interact with other agents. They can solve the problem in a co-operative 
fashion. Many researches show that multi-agent system can solve the problem in an 
efficient, flexible and robust way. 
In our project, we propose a multi-agent system approach to identify the lo-
cations of the desired objects in a satellite image. We name our prototype system 
SIMULATORS, a short form for "Satellite Image MULti AgenT Object Recognition 
System". The basic idea of our approach is that we distribute a set of knowledge 
based, autonomous software agents on to the satellite image to explore and search 
for the image features in the image. During the process the agents are able to study 
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the spatial relationships between the image features and improve their performance 
with an evolutionary algorithm. The information will be collected in a model based 
bottom-up approach and the image features will be marked. Finally the results will 
be emerged in a pattern by the agents. 
The problem we are facing is the problem of object recognition which is the 
intersection of computer vision, image processing, artificial intelligence and remote 
sensing. Object recognition is a very important and useful step for computer vi-
sion or image interpretation and many sophisticated techniques and algorithms for 
feature extraction and object recognition have been proposed and applied in recent 
years [5,6,72]. We use the multi-agent system approach to tackle this problem be-
cause we can find a lot of benefits from this approach such as robustness, higher de-
gree of automation and the capability of handling the spatial relationships between 
the objects in the image. We believe these benefits can be useful to the satellite 
images processing and the remote sensing. 
With conventional approaches to object recognition, the entire possible feature 
space must be carefully enumerated and exhaustively searched. To build the model 
of the desired object from a complex image is a nontrivial task. The complexity of 
object recognition is determined by the complexity of the image [65]. The approach 
introduced here using software agents to sense and interacting with a satellite image 
environment. These agents are easy to define and implement. With the cooperation 
of the agents we can build up and understand our object model more easily. 
It is almost impossible to make successful object recognition without a good 
knowledge model. However it is a very hard job to create a good knowledge model 
to describe the information of the target object. Each agent in our system is knowl-
edge based and search the target object base on its knowledge model. We have 
designed a knowledge model for ours agents called internal object model. This is a 
simple model which is in a structure of hierarchical graph. The nodes in the model 
encode the information of the image properties of the target object. The edges in the 
model describe the relationships between the image properties. The agents try to 
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search for the objects in the image which can satisfy the internal object model. We 
will propose an algorithm for creating the internal object model from a set of train-
ing examples. We consider the internal object model creating process as the training 
processing of agents because we can give the knowledge to our agents through the 
internal object model creating process. 
One important capability of this approach is that the agents can recognize the 
objects with specified spatial constraints. For example, we would like to find a 
house with a seascape view. Therefore we need to find an estate near seashore in 
the satellite image. The estate and the seashore have a spatial relationship in this 
example and this constraint is applied when we process the object recognition. In 
the approach we propose, the agents have the knowledge of these spatial constraints 
designed by users and are able to detect the spatial relationships between the image 
objects during the object recognition process. The relationships are specified or rep-
resented in the form of internal object models of the agents. Only the locations of 
the objects which satisfy the spatial constraints will be identified. This capability is 
useful since many geographic objects have some kinds of spatial relationships with 
others. With the conventional approaches either the human expert selects the desire 
objects from a set of extracted objects with their knowledge or uses another system 
to do the spatial reasoning in the post-processing stage such as in [72]. Our sys-
tem can detect the spatial relationships of the objects during the object recognition 
process which can simplify the design of the system and saves the effort to design 
another separate module. 
To increase the searching efficiency of our agents, we apply an evolutionary 
algorithm on the agents. When the agents are searching the target objects in the 
image, they can leam from each other and produce better generation to achieve a 
better efficiency. Evolutionary algorithms are inspired by biological evolutionary 
theory and are widely applied in many problem domains. Evolutionary algorithms 
for multi agent systems are a new field being explored. In recent approaches, evo-
lutionary algorithms applied to the multi agent system by animating agents with 
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evolutionary behaviors. These agents with evolutionary behaviors are called evo-
lutionary agents. The agents in our system are a set of self-organized agents to 
recognize the feature targets on the image and emerge a pattern as the solution. 
The agents search and collect the feature targets mainly via reproduction. When 
an agent detects an image feature, it will reproduce a set of offspring to search for 
more image features. At the same time, we can evaluate the performances of the 
agents and improve the next generation by sharing promising searching directions. 
The agents that cannot find any image feature successfully will vanish eventually. 
We can observe that the density of the agent population will be much higher in the 
locations of image features or target objects, where the density of population in the 
areas without image features is much lower. Therefore we do not need to do an 
exhaustive searching over the image but just the potential areas and hence save the 
computational resources. 
After all the image features have been detected the agents need to collect and 
validate that information. We propose a voting mechanism for combining the infor-
mation found by the agents. Each agent that is able to detect an image feature can 
contribute a vote to its family. The families with high voting values can survive and 
be selected as the results finally. The set of image features with a high voting value 
is believed to be a strongly related structure which matches the object described by 
the user well. Using this voting mechanism we can retrieve an image object with 
the desired spatial relationships from an image. 
1.1 Problem Statement 
In this work we are going to identify the locations of the target objects in a satel-
lite image. The target objects have some spatial relationships with other objects 
in the image and these kinds of spatial relationships are defined by the users. To 
demonstrate our ideas we use the Fung Shui woodland locations identification as 
an example. Fung Shui woodland is a special kind of woodland in Chinese belief 
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and with some special spatial relationships with villages. We use this as an example 
to show how the agents work and how the system can apply to a remote sensing 
problem. 
The two dimensional lattice in which the proposed autonomous agents reside is 
an image, I, of size U xV (i.e., an array of U rows by V columns of pixels). Each 
pixel is a three-tuple vector, representing the Red, Green and Blue (RGB) bands. 
Suppose that I contains a number of pixels satisfies certain user defined conditions. 
These conditions will be encoded in the internal object models of the agents. These 
pixels are cdllcd feature pixels. The objective of our autonomous agents in I is to 
extract all the pre-defined features of I by finding and marking the feature pixels. 
From the extracted pixels the agents can then recognize the pixels as the image 
object. 
After the image objects have been recognized the agents will go further to ex-
amine the spatial relationships among those image objects. The image objects that 
can satisfy the spatial relationships designed by the users are called feature objects. 
The identification of the feature object locations is the goal of our agents. In our 
example, the Fung Shui woodland is our feature object and its location will be iden-
tified. 
1.2 Contributions 
We summarize our contributions as follows: 
• We have proposed and developed an evolutionary multi-agent system frame-
work for object recognition in satellite image, which automates the time con-
suming process carried by human expert traditionally. The proposed frame-
work is able to handle the spatial relationships of the objects. 
• We have proposed and implemented a new design of agents which is driven 
by an evolutionary algorithm. The agents can adapt to the image environment 
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and improve their performance by exchanging their information and select-
ing the best offspring. The evolutionary behaviors of the agents and a novel 
fitness propagation algorithm are introduced. 
• We have applied the clustering technique for the agent training process. The 
knowledge model (internal object model) of the agents can be created by 
analyzing the training examples and extracting the useful information through 
a hybrid algorithm based on a k-means clustering algorithm. 
• We have introduced and implemented the voting mechanism for the agents to 
select and validate the image objects recognized. The agents can combine the 
information found and make the best selection by using the voting mechanism 
effectively. This also provides useful information to the user to indicate which 
feature objects have greater support. 
• We have implemented an application of Fung Shui woodland locations iden-
tification. This application shows that our framework is able to handle the 
complicated real-life cases. We can achieve over 90% accuracy in our ex-
periments on average. The system shows its robustness in the experiments 
also as it is able to complete the tasks with very noisy environments without 
suffering a great performance drop. 
1.3 Thesis Organization 
This thesis is organized as follows. In the next chapter, we describe the background 
relating to our work. This includes brief descriptions on multi-agent systems, evo-
lutionary computation and object recognition in satellite images. 
In chapter 3, we introduce the architecture of our system, SIMULATORS. We 
give a detail presentation of the system organization and the system flow. Next, the 
knowledge model of agents, the internal object model, will be introduced. Then 
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we present the basic behaviors of agents and finally the algorithm of creating the 
internal object model. 
In chapter 4, we describe the evolutionary behaviors of agents in detail. We 
outline our evolutionary algorithm applied to the multi-agent system. Then we in-
troduce the agents voting mechanism and give some examples to show how the 
agents cooperate with this voting mechanism. We illustrate the whole algorithm of 
our object recognition process in detail at the end of this chapter. 
In chapter 5, we present the application of Fung Shui woodland location iden-
tification and its experimental results. We test it with different sets of images, both 
artificial and real data. We also test it with very noisy data to study the system 
behavior under a noisy environment. We discuss the results and point out some 
observations from the experiments. Finally we try to apply our system to different 
problem domains such as eyes detection. We show that we do not need to modify 
the system design heavily to fit another problem but just provide a new knowledge 
model to the agents and adjust the parameters. 




In this chapter, we introduce the background and previous works that are relevant 
to our project. In section 2.1, we give a brief overview of multi-agent systems and 
the architectures of different multi-agent system frameworks. Since our proposed 
evolutionary multi-agent system is heavily influenced by evolutionary computation, 
we describe evolutionary computation in the general setting in section 2.2. In sec-
tion 2.3, we introduce the background of object recognition and its applications on 
remote sensing that are strongly related to the problem we are going to tackle. Fi-
nally, in section 2.4, we describe the applications of evolutionary agents on image 
processing, feature extraction and pattern recognition. 
2.1 Multi-agent Systems 
The study of multi-agent systems began about two decades ago and become an im-
portant topic in many research fields. Obviously, to understand what the multi-agent 
system is and what it can do, we must understand what an agent is first. However, 
there is no universally accepted definition of the term agent. The general consensus 
for the term agent is that autonomy is central to the notion of agency [118]. A wildly 
agreed definition is given by Wooldridge and Jennings in [119]: 
An agent is a computer system that is situated in some environment, 
and that is capable of autonomous action in this environment in order 
8 
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to meet its design objectives. 
Figure 2.1 gives an abstract, top-level view of an agent. An agent performs the 
action output in order to affect its environment. In a general environment, an agent 
will not have complete control over its environment. It can gain a partial control, 
in that it can influence the environment. The state of the environment will affect the 
action generated by the agent [117]. The agent will generate different actions which 
may successes or fail depending on the state of the environment. The main problem 
of the agent designer is to decide which action should the agent performs to achieve 
the objective given by the user. This problem leads us to the agent architectures that 
we will discuss as examples later in this section. 
Agent 
Action Sensor 
Output \ / Input 
^ ^ Environment 
Figure 2.1: An agent in its environment. The agent takes sensory input from the 
environment, and affects the environment with action output. The interaction is 
usually a continuous process [117]. 
2.1.1 Agent Architectures 
We must develop an architecture for a multi-agent system so that the agents in this 
system can generate their behaviors with some degrees of intelligence. In this sec-
tion we review some well known architectures which are used in many systems. 
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• Subsumption architecture is proposed by Brooks as a reactive control mech-
anism for autonomous robots [9]. Brooks proposed that the intelligent behav-
ior can be generated without explicit representations or abstract reasoning 
and can be emerged from certain complex systems [10,11]. The subsumption 
architecture is a layered architecture. Each layer in the architecture is a task-
achieving modules with an augmented finite state machine. The main task 
of the system can be decomposed in to some smaller tasks and pass through 
these layers. One layer can communicate with other layers and its current 
state may affect or be affected by other layers. 
The subsumption architecture can produce many behaviors at the same time 
and fire them simultaneously. To choose the action in these multiple actions, 
the layers (modules) are arranged into a subsumption hierarchy. The behav-
ior produced by a lower layer can surpass the behaviors produced by higher 
layers. This is because the higher layers represent more abstract behaviors. 
One of the examples using subsumption architecture is the six-legged robot 
which can stand up and walk. It was implemented in the work described 
in [13]. Another experiment in [69] has shown the six-legged robot can leam 
to walk forward based on this architecture and a reinforcement learning tech-
nique [62]. 
The subsumption architecture is simple and robust. However, it also has its 
limitations. The agents based on this architecture do not employ the models 
of their environment [118]. Therefore the agents may not have enough in-
formation to determine an optimal action. The layers in the architecture may 
be hard to design if an agent must contain a lot of layers to perform a set of 
complex behaviors. The dynamics of the interactions between the behaviors 
can become very difficult to understand. 
• Logic-based architecture is based on the traditional approach which suggest 
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that an agent can produce a set of intelligent behaviors with a symbolic rep-
resentation of its environment [32]. The designer of a logic-based agent first 
models the environment into a symbolic representation model. This model is 
filled with a lot of logical rules called deduction rules. These rules tell the 
agents how the environment will be affected in certain conditions and which 
action should be chosen in response to the environment. 
The agent determines its action using its deduction rules and the state of the 
environment. The agent can construct a plan from the set of deduction rules to 
find out which sequence of actions can reach the goal. Based on the deduction 
rules, the agent can select its action quickly and without ambiguous. 
A lot of examples of agents built on logic-based architecture can be found 
in [58]. Wooldridge have given a detail discussion of the logic-based agent 
for software engineering in [116]. The advantages of this architecture are 
that it is unambiguous with formal and rigid logical rules and the reaction of 
the agent can be very fast too. However, building symbolic representation 
of the environment can be very difficult and sometimes even impossible in a 
complex environment. It may be costly to build such a model for the user. An 
agent may fail to complete the task if some unexpected cases appear in the en-
vironment since it has no rule to deal with these unexpected cases. Therefore, 
agents based on this architecture may be weaker in term of robustness. 
• Belief-desire-intention (BDI) architecture is first described in [8] with a 
specific BDI architecture called "IRMA". This architecture is based on prac-
tical reasoning, which is the process of deciding the actions to achieve the 
goal [117]. This architecture is constructed from three components mainly, 
as indicated in its name. These components are described as follows: 
Beliefs are the information about the environment currently known by the 
agent. The beliefs are taken in by the sensor of the agent and updated 
by a belief revision function continuously. 
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Desires are the options available to the agent currently. An option generation 
function will generate a set of desires based on the current beliefs and 
intentions. Some of the desires may become the intentions finally. 
Intentions are the goals of the agent. The intention is generated by a filter 
function which takes the current beliefs, desires and intentions into the 
consideration. The intentions usually will persist and the agent will try 
its best to achieve it. 
The BDI architecture has two important processes, which are: (1) finding out 
what should be done, and (2) figuring out how to do it. The "what to do" part 
is the process of the generations of desires and intentions. The "how to do it" 
part is the process of action determination. The action is selected according 
to the executable intention currently. 
The BDI architecture has its advantages of clear function decomposition and 
intuitive design. However, it is a big challenge to implement these functions 
efficiently. Many applications use the agents based on this architecture. One 
well known example is the "OASIS" airport air traffic management system 
which models the flights and the airport control center as individual agents 
which will compute the landing sequence in a cooperative method [66]. 
2.1.2 Multi-agent system frameworks 
So far we have discussed the related works on individual agents. Let us change our 
focus to a group of agents. It is obvious that a system with a single agent may not 
be useful at all. The main power of the concept of agents is the interaction between 
the agents. We can imagine that we break down a big system into many smaller 
sub-systems and these sub-systems can interact with each others to carry out their 
tasks successfully. Simply speaking, a multi-agent system is a society of agents. 
A typical structure of a multi-agent system is illustrated in figure 2.2 [49]. The 
system contains a number of agents. Each agent can interact with each other through 
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Spheres of influence 
Key 
Oranizational relationship 
^ ^ Interaction 
Agent 
Figure 2.2: Typical structure of a multi-agent system [49 . 
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some kinds of communications. The types of communications can be direct or 
indirect. The former bases on direct communication such as massage passing. On 
the other hand, the agents can communicate with others indirectly by using the 
method such as leaving signals in the environment. 
Other than interacting with other agents, the agents are able to interact with the 
environment. In the figure we can see that different agents have difference "spheres 
of influence" that means an agent can influence a part of the environment. In some 
cases, the spheres of influence of difference agents can be overlapped. In this case, 
we must handle the access right to the environment of difference agents carefully, 
as we may not want to let those agents access the overlapped area at the same 
time. This is often considered as a synchronous problem in many research domains. 
Finally, the agents are also organized as a group by their relationships. For example, 
a set of agents may be organized as "eye searching" group while another set of 
agents may be organized as "nose searching" group in a face detection application. 
The agents must try to solve the problem together and therefore need to reach 
an agreement in certain circumstances. The capability of reaching agreement is 
necessary for a multi-agent system and this capability is governed by a particular 
mechanism or protocol. There are many types of mechanisms, and we introduce 
several of them as follows:: 
• Voting is a mechanism that each agent give an input (voting) and the outcome 
is the solution based on these from for all the agents. In most settings, this 
outcome is enforced so that all agents have to abide to the solution prescribed 
by this mechanism [95]. The principles and the theories of voting are covered 
in the work of Arrow [2]. 
• Auction takes place between an agent known as the auctioneer and a collec-
tion of agents known as the bidders. The goal of the auction is for the auc-
tioneer to allocate the goods to one of the bidders [118]. The auctioneer will 
try to maximize the price while the bidders want to minimize the price. The 
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auction mechanism tries to find the maximum profits for both the auctioneer 
and the bidders. 
• Negotiation is a process to make a joint decision by a number of agents, while 
each of them is trying to reach an individual goal [45]. When the agents are 
in the conflict they may use negotiation to make a concession or search for 
alternatives. Different types of negotiations are discussed in [89:. 
The coordination, cooperation, and competition between the agents in a multi-
agent system are the ways for the agents to exchange and share their information 
62]. All the agents choose their actions based on this information. At a certain 
moment, the agents may not have the same action decision but all of them share the 
common long term goal and try to achieve it together. 
2.1.3 The Advantages and Disadvantages of Multi-agent Sys-
tems 
The multi-agent systems are a very powerful problem solving tool and have a lot of 
advantages by itself. We point out some of them in the following: 
• The distributed nature of multi-agent system is a big advantage for the data 
and the control. Some problems are naturally distributed in terms of the data 
or the control, such as bank accounts management and traffic control system. 
The multi-agent system is very suitable to solve these kinds of problems. 
Even for an ordinary problem, the distributed property of the multi-agent sys-
tem can provide a higher degree of robustness since the data and the control 
are distributed all over the agents. 
• Each agent can be specialized in an expertise. An agent can be designed to 
solve one kind of task which is narrow in scope but highly specialized in it. 
This task decomposition can help the system designer to design the system 
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easier as it is so difficult to design a "super system" that can handle all cases 
in one huge module. 
• The autonomous property of agents enables them to determine the best so-
lution of the problem without a constant guidance and precise specification 
from the user [50]. This is very useful when the user may not know how to 
solve the problem exactly, especially when the problem is hard to describe 
and model precisely, or there are too many uncertainties in the problem. For 
example, in our application of object recognition, it is impossible to teach the 
agents how to find the target objects precisely since the contents of satellite 
images vary from one to the others. The agents must adapt to the environment 
and find the best way to the solution. 
However, the limitations of multi-agent system also exist. Some potential pit-
falls are discussed in [114,115]. One of the problems of multi-agent systems is the 
they do not has an overall system controller. Therefore the performance may not be 
guaranteed. This make it harder to apply a multi-agent system on a real-time system 
which is constrained with a real-time response. Since the agents determine their ac-
tions with local information and their own current states, they do not have a global 
perspective. The lack of global knowledge means that agents may make a globally 
sub-optimal solution [50]. A lot of researchers are studying how to overcome these 
limitations. 
2.2 Evolutionary Computation 
Evolutionary computation (EC) is inspired by the natural process of evolution sug-
gested by Charles Darwin. EC is a general stochastic search methodology widely 
applied in many problem domains, such as pattern recognition [18,59,61,64], bioin-
formatics [20,52,55,81], evolvable hardware [93,99], data mining [80,104,113，120] 
and much more. 
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We illustrate the typical procedure of evolutionary computation in algorithm 2.1. 
EC is a group search algorithm with guidance. The population is the pool of current 
solutions. Each individual in the population represents one possible solution and 
encoded as a chromosome. A chromosome contains a number of genes which cor-
responds to the elements constituting a solution. The population is created randomly 
when the algorithm starts. Each individual is associated with 2i fitness value which 
reflects the quality of the solution it is representing. This fitness value is computed 
from a predefined fitness function. In subsequent iterations, or generations in the 
EC, some offspring will be created by genetic operators such as reproduction which 
alter the genetic composition of the parental chromosomes. This is the process of 
the exportation of the search space by exploiting previous search results. The chro-
mosome with a higher fitness value is considered as a stronger chromosome. The 
weaker chromosomes (solutions) will be replaced by the stronger chromosomes 
probabilistically and therefore the stronger chromosomes have a greater chance to 
survive into the next generation. This process repeats until a certain stop criterion 
is satisfied. The best chromosome will be selected as the result and it is expected to 
be an optimal or a near optimal solution. 
In general, EC includes four major schemes: genetic algorithms (GA), ge-
netic programming (GP), evolutionary strategies (ES) and evolutionary program-
ming (EP). They differ from each others mainly on the chromosome representation 
and the choice of genetic operators. In the following sections, we will give a short 
overview of them. 
2.2.1 Genetic Algorithms 
Genetic algorithms (GA) are originally proposed by John Holland [38] in around 
mid-70's. In GA, the chromosome is a bit-string encoded with "0"s and ‘T，s. The 
genetic operators used for producing new offspring in GA are crossover and mu-
tation and these operators are still the most important operators in evolutionary 
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Algorithm 2.1 Typical Evolutionary Computation 
Set the generation counter, t, to 0 
Initialize the population, P^ 
while The termination criteria is not matched do 
Select individuals to reproduce offspring according to fitness 
Apply other genetic operators to individuals 
Evaluate the fitness of offspring 
Generate the new population 产+i 
t ^ t + 1 
end while 
Return the best individual  
computation. The crossover operator takes two chromosomes as the parents, and 
then exchanges the segments of the bit-strings of the parents. As a result two off-
spring will be reproduced and inherited the genetic materials from the parents. The 
offspring are expected to obtain the best genetic materials from their parents and get 
improved. Another operator, mutation, modifies the genes of selected chromosomes 
randomly. Mutation helps to maintain the diversity of the population to avoid trap-
ping in the local optima. Usually, the mutation rate is lower rate then the crossover 
rate to guarantee that the process will not become a random walk process [57]. 
2.2.2 Genetic Programming 
John Koza pioneered genetic programming (GP) in his work [55]. GP attempts to 
solve the problem by generating a computer program by an evolution process. In his 
original work, the program generated by GP is a LISP tree. The nodes of the tree are 
by functions and terminals from the pre-defined function set and terminal set. GP 
also uses the operators crossover and mutation in its process. Unlike GA, crossover 
in GP exchanges a subtree between two chromosomes which are encoded as trees 
also. Mutation in GP modifies the nodes in a chromosome to another functions or 
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values randomly. The biggest power of GP is that it can produce a complicate logic 
expressed in a program. The express power of GP can be increased by providing 
a richer function set [57]. Koza believes that "genetic programming now routinely 
delivers high-return human-competitive machine intelligence." 
2.2.3 Evolutionary Strategies 
In evolutionary strategies (ES), the individual model of evolution is typified [87]. 
The solutions are encoded as real-valued vectors. The chromosomes change their 
numerical values under a random Gaussian perturbation. Differing from the others 
evolutionary algorithms, the operator selection in ES is deterministic. Furthermore, 
the strategy parameters, including the mutation rate and recombination method are 
encoded in the chromosome so that not only the solution values change but also the 
control parameters [4；. 
2.2.4 Evolutionary Programming 
Evolutionary Programming (EP) is a stochastic optimization method similar to GA 
and proposed by Fogel et al [29]. Unlike GA, EP does not have a constraint on the 
solution encoding. The encoding of solution in EP based on the problem it tries to 
solve. Moreover, the mutation operator in EP changes the information of the parent 
according to a statistical distribution. Minor modifications in the behavior of the 
offspring occur more frequently than substantial variations in the behavior of the 
offspring [112]. 
2.3 Object Recognition 
In this section we will give a brief overview of object recognition for satellite im-
age. Automatic interpretation of satellite images has long been a dream in remote 
sensing and many methods have been proposed for it [72]. The problem of satellite 
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images interpretation interests many researchers since it has high practical value. 
Many tasks such as environment monitoring or urban planning can be automated 
through satellite images interpretation systems. Object detection and recognition is 
an important task for satellite images interpretation and is the key to a successful 
interpretation. The problem of object recognition has been studied for a long time in 
the areas of computer vision and image processing. The researchers try to simulate 
the human vision with computer to analyze images or environment scenes. Our sys-
tem, SIMULATORS is a system for object recognition using a novel evolutionary 
agents approach. To have a better background and understanding of our problem, 
we give a brief introduction to the traditional approaches. 
2.3.1 Knowledge Representation 
We can say that a knowledge representation is a must for object recognition. Knowl-
edge representation is a problem studied in artificial intelligence (AI) heavily. More 
detailed information of knowledge representation can be found in [56,70,92:. 
A knowledge representation design is very important to problem solving in AI. 
Some knowledge representation models are described as follows: 
• Semantic nets are variations of relational data structures. Semantic nets con-
sist of objects, their descriptions, and the description of the relations between 
the objects [100]. Semantic nets have a hierarchical structure. The complex 
representations can be constructed from the simple representations. They are 
structured in graphs. The nodes represent objects and the edges represent the 
relations among the objects. However, the main problem of the semantic nets 
is that they do not represent a clear, unambiguous semantic. One may find 
several possible meanings in a semantic net. 
• Fuzzy logic was first developed by Zadeh [122]. Fuzzy logic is designed to 
overcome the limitations of rigid representation of information with numeri-
cal values or logical rules. As we all know, computers do things exactly in the 
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way it told to. However, human beings handle information less rigidly. Fuzzy 
logic tries to model the thinking method of human and handle information 
with fuzziness. Therefore, we can handle fuzzy concepts and reasoning. It is 
natural to human and close to common sense. For example, the term "cold" 
is easier to understand for human than "below 10 degrees". The problem of 
fuzzy logic is that how to design a reasonable range and representation for a 
particular fuzzy concept. 
• Frames are sometimes called scripts as their structures are similar to a pro-
gram scripts. The structure of frames is a very general method to represent 
an object or a sequence of actions. The descriptions in a frame are called 
slots. A major advantage of frames is that it supports a reasoning which can 
overcome the problem of missing some information. For example, if we have 
a frame representing a sequence of actions, "A B C". If we have the 
information of the existence of action A but the information of action B is 
missing, we can still predict that action C is coming. It is important to object 
recognition process since we cannot always have all the information in our 
hands. The lack of semantics is the main disadvantage of frames. Brooks 
introduced an object recognition system using frames in [12: • 
2.3.2 Object Recognition Methods 
After we have modeled the knowledge in our system, we can start to search and 
match the information found in the image with the knowledge model. The objects 
in the images are assigned with different classes. To decide the class of an ob-
ject we need a classifier. The classifier interprets the properties of the objects such 
as the reflection spectrum, the spatial relationship and the texture and then deter-
mines which class this object belongs to. The attributes (properties) extracted from 
an object called patterns and the classifier recognizes the object by recognizing its 
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Figure 2.3: Main pattern recognition steps [100]. 
patterns. Therefore, object recognition and pattern recognition are considered syn-
onymous [100]. Figure 2.3 shows the main steps of pattern recognition [100]. The 
"construction of formal descriptions" is based on the designer. The properties of the 
target object will be extracted and form the description patterns of the object. The 
methods using in the classifier have been researched heavily in the area of pattern 
recognition. We introduce two main streams in pattern recognition, namely cluster 
analysis and neural networks in the following paragraphs. 
• Cluster analysis is a method in the area of statistical pattern recognition. 
Cluster analysis algorithm divides the members under recognition into several 
subsets (clusters) based on the similarity of these members. We expect each 
cluster contains the members with high similarity. The samples in different 
clusters should be different. 
The cluster analysis can be divided into two main groups based on the cluster 
structure. The first one is hierarchical and the second is non-hierarchical. Hi-
erarchical clustering constructs a tree. The samples are divided into subsets, 
and the subsets are divided into smaller subsets furthermore until stopping 
condition matches. Non-hierarchical clustering does not maintain such a tree 
structure. It assigns a sample into one cluster sequentially until all the samples 
are assigned into their respective clusters. 
K-means clustering algorithm introduced by MacQueen [67] is a very pop-
ular and simple algorithm. K-means uses the non-hierarchical approach. A 
number of clusters, k is first determined by the user. The centers of these k 
clusters are selected randomly in the feature space at the start. The algorithm 
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assigns each sample to the cluster with minimum distance. After all the sam-
ples are assigned, the algorithm computes the new cluster centers from the 
newly assigned samples. Then the algorithm repeats to assign the samples to 
different clusters and stop until all samples are in the cluster with minimum 
distances to their respective cluster centers. Finally all samples with similar 
features (patterns) are grouped together. 
Clustering algorithms are very useful for object recognition as they can ex-
tract the features from the images. The extracted features can be analysis 
furthermore to help us to identify the objects. Clustering and classification 
are two huge areas and more details can be found in [1,31]. 
• Neural Networks can be developed for pattern recognition and have achieved 
good results in the areas such as speech recognition, visual pattern recognition 
and data mining. Neural networks are models simulating the process in the 
human brain. The early model of neural networks is introduced by McColloch 
and Pitts which is a simple neuron [74]. The inputs are weighted, summed 
and then passed into the neuron. The neuron is associated with an activation 
function which determines the output. The output is either "0" or “1”. If the 
output is “1”，we consider this neuron fired. 
However, this model of neural networks called perceptrons has a big limita-
tion. It is proven that it can only classify the samples that are linearly separa-
ble [75]. This limitation was overcome by the very popular back-propagation 
algorithm with a new network architecture developed by Rumelhart and Mc-
Clelland [91]. A typical neural network is shown in figure 2.4. The neurons 
in back-propagation neural network are arranged into layers and there must 
be at least one hidden layer in the middle. 
The neurons are totally connected and the links are associated with weights. 
The inputs Vi go into the neurons in input layer and travel to the output layer 
which produces the answer in yi. Usually, we feed a neural network a set 
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of training examples and the network will leam the pattern that should be 
recognized from the training examples. This process is actually by adjust-
ing the weight values between the neurons. After the training process, a set 
of unknown data can be fed into the network and the network can produce 
an answer based on the generalized knowledge it learned from the training 
process. 
Neural networks are wildly applied to the object recognition problems. In the 
area of remote sensing, huge amounts of works are developed. An early work 
using neural networks on remote sensing is [51]. In this work the authors 
described a system that can classify eight types of clouds in the microwave 
sensed data with a back-propagation neural network. 
A land cover classification combining with the information from GIS can be 
found in the [30]. Using a neural network and the information from GIS for 
land cover classification in SAR images the author reported that the accuracy 
was increased significantly. 
Many researches and applications using neural networks for remote sensing 
and satellite image interpretation can be found in the review paper [84]. The 
neural networks have shown very promising results in pattern recognition and 
we can see their strengths in shape matching, texture matching and spectral 
classification. However, the neural networks cannot handle the spatial rela-
tionships between the objects easily since it is hard to build a spatial relation-
ships model in neural networks. 
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Figure 2.4: A three-layered neural network example. 
2.4 Evolutionary Multi-agent Systems 
In this section we discuss some examples using the combination of multi-agent sys-
tem and evolutionary computation to solve the problems. An evolutionary multi 
agent system simulates the natural evolution process of a natured system with a set 
of agents. Agents governed by an evolutionary algorithm will exhibit a set of behav-
iors to adapt to the environment. Based on these behaviors, the agents may interact 
with other agents or environment to improve their performances. Since the evolu-
tionary behaviors in an evolutionary multi agent system are interactive between the 
agents, therefore we describe this kind of evolution as coevolution. Evolutionary 
multi agent systems can be classified into two categories according to their behav-
iors, which are (1) competitive coevolution and (2) cooperative coevolution. Some 
related works of evolutionary multi agent system will also be discussed in the fol-
lowing sections. 
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2.4.1 Competitive Coevolutionary Agents 
The competitive evolutionary multi agent system can be viewed as a system of 
predators and preys. In such a system, agents will try to evolve to beat the others. 
The agent fitness is evaluated through the competition with the other agents in the 
environment. The fitness tells the current relative strengths of the solutions. An in-
creased fitness in one agent (solution) leads to a decreased fitness for another [101:. 
In such circumstances the agents will continually overcome one another leading to 
a phenomenon called arms race to produce a better solution [21,90]. 
Axlerod's Iterated Prisoner's Dilemma model (IPD) is a very famous competi-
tive coevolution model [3]. The Iterated Prisoner's Dilemma is a two-players game 
designed to model interactions involving competition. The two players (agents) in 
the game evolve via a genetic algorithm from a single population and play against 
other agents for evaluation. These agents search and evolve for better game strate-
gies through the competition [15]. In Axlerod's work he showed the evolved agents 
can beat the hand-crafted strategies in the game. Many researches involved IPD for 
coevolutionary computation in different problem domains [28,60: • 
A problem in the competitive agents is the possibility of the "arms race" with 
no end. The agents will compete with others continuously and adapt to each other. 
Therefore the agents will tend to evolve in more specialized ways but never stale 
down to a good solution [102]. In [94], the authors showed that the competitive 
agents may not be able to obtain a stable solution. 
2.4.2 Cooperative Coevolutionary Agents 
On the contrary, cooperative coevolutionary agents deploy a difference strategy. 
In competitive coevolution, the agent evolves and improves itself based on other 
agents' loss. However in the cooperative coevolution, the agents share the rewards 
and the penalties of the successes and the failures respectively [121]. 
One example of cooperative coevolutionary agents is the colony of artificial ants 
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[17]. A set of neural network ants is evolved by genetic algorithm (GA). Each ant 
in the colony is identical and evolves to leam how to cooperate with other agents to 
perform an effective food searching behavior. A similar approach with GA evolved 
robots is shown in [35] which has presented how to evolve two robots to acquire 
a randomly placed food. The goal of the experiment is to enhance both robots to 
obtain the food. If the robots move too much then their energy will run out quickly, 
so they must leam an efficient method to obtain the food cooperatively. The decision 
rules of the robots are evolved by GA. In the literatures above, the researchers have 
shown that evolutionary agents driven by behavior rules can build up a cooperative 
problem solving system. 
A cooperative version of Axlerod's IPD is presented in Sippier's work [98]. In 
such a system, each member of the population creates its own local multi-agent 
system for the evaluation. A similar approach is applied to the ant optimization 
algorithm in [109]. The agents (ants) in such system improve themselves by a self-
adaptation of their controlling parameters. Integrating a GA with the ant system can 
solve some optimization problems such as path finding. The solution of this kind 
of systems is inherently distributed and the result will be left as the self organizing 
pattern of the agents. 
2.4.3 Cellular Automata 
Evolutionary agents may be viewed as a further extension of the works on cellular 
automata [65]. Cellular automata were first proposed by John Von Neumann and 
Stanislaw Ulam [106]. It is a discrete dynamical system constructed from a lattice 
and each cell in the cellular automata reacts to other cells with local relation. Each 
cell in the lattice has its own state, either 1 or 0. The cell state is changed according 
to rules. The rules of the state change are related to the states of its neighborhood 
cells. In Shanahan's work [96] cellular automata can be viewed as a population 
of organisms which can evolve in the lattice by repeating four local procedures, 
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namely, cease to exist, move, merge and duplicate [62]. 
Over the decades, many researchers have applied cellular automata on differ-
ence problem domains. One application is the pseudo-random number generator. 
Wolfram proved that the randomness of the number generated by cellular automata 
is much better than that of the other methods [111]. Since then the cellular au-
tomata pseudo-random number generator has been studied by researchers compre-
hensively [36，41,42，53，71,79,110]. 
Using cellular automata to model or simulating a stochastic system such as ur-
ban traffic is another example. Dupuis presented his work [24] in simulating the 
road traffic using cellular automata and parallel computation technique. The result 
shows that the simulation of the system can be comparable with realistic scenes. 
The power of cellular automata simulation has drawn a lot of urban planning re-
searchers' attention and obtained good results [7,25,77’ 78]. 
2.4.4 Emergent Behavior 
Emergence is a newly explored area that refers to the emerging of novel and co-
herent structures, patterns and properties during the process of self-organization in 
complex systems [33]. The emergence has a property that the whole is more than 
the sum of its parts. In nature, we can find the emergence property everywhere, 
for example, ant colonies, networks of neurons, the immune system and the global 
economy. These are all complex adaptive systems and we find that these systems 
are more complex than the behaviors of their parts [40]. When the parts interact 
with each others and show the emergence property, we say that these parts exhibit 
emergent behavior. Holland [39] has shown a population of agents guided by some 
simple structural rules can show emergence property via the interaction between 
the agents. The emergent behavior can be achieved by agents using the activation 
energy spreading in a bottom-up fashion [68]. 
Using emergent behavioral agents to model the economic activities is one of 
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the most active research areas of emergence due to the complexity of the economic 
system. Takadama et al presented how to use the self-interested agents at the mi-
cro level to achieve goals at the macro level in an economic environment [103]. 
The authors proposed that the agents should be designed to be self-activating (au-
tonomous) in order to achieve goals in macro level. Agents following simple adap-
tive rules can model the decentralized market spontaneously and the simulation of 
multi-agent system can be used to analyze the market phenomenon which cannot 
be analyzed easily with the traditional theoretical tools [43]. Using the emergent 
behavior of an evolutionary multi-agent system to explain the market phenomenon 
such as the peaked and fat-tailed distribution of exchange rate is shown in Izumi 
and Ueda's work [47]. Integrating a genetic algorithm and the multi-agent system 
to form an artificial market can be an effective way for quantitative analyses of 
realistic economic systems. 
2.4.5 Evolutionary Agents for Image processing and Pattern Recog-
nition 
Applying evolutionary multi-agent system to image processing and pattern recog-
nition is a new research field in recent years. Draper et al presented a framework 
to interpret images using schema [22]. Schema is a process specialized to interpret 
a subset of image elements. By the cooperation of the schema processes a whole 
image can be interpreted. A multi-agent system for image processing extends the 
concept of schema. Image processing, pattern recognition, image understanding 
and object recognition are non-trivial tasks for computer systems. The cooperative 
and bottom-up nature for multi-agent systems can simplify the task. Multi-agent 
systems have been applied in many problems from image understanding to object 
recognition and obtained satisfactory results [14,27,46,73,82]. 
Evolutionary agents extend the multi-agent system for image processing fur-
ther. Since the specialized agents may be sensitive to the noise in the image and 
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the explicitly control of the agents can be very difficult to design. Recently the evo-
lutionary agents approach has received much attention and exhibited much better 
performance. Liu et al [65] proposed the very first image extraction system by us-
ing autonomous agents. This new approach studies the emergent behavior from the 
interaction of agents and the digital image according to a set of behavioral rules. 
In [63, 64], the authors showed the reproduction and diffusion rules triggered by 
the local features can somewhat overcome some problems of conventional meth-
ods. An analysis of the robustness of the exploring-agent approach is given in [86]. 
An evolutionary behavior of an image exploring agent using genetic programming 
technique is described in [54]. Some applications are made by this approach, such 
as eye tracking [44] and characters extraction from an image [37]. Another good 
example is the face location detection in [107]. 
Our research is inspired by Liu et al's work [63-65]. In theirs work, a set of 
agents is distributed on a gray-level image and try to extract the predefined image 
features. An agent is stimulated when gray-level intensity values of the pixels in the 
neighboring region are close to the intensity at the current position of the agent. The 
number of the similar pixels is called density distribution. The density distribution 
can be expressed by the following equation: 
踢，力 = f ： E {l\\I{i^s,i-}-t)-I{i,j)\\<S} (2.1) 
s=-Kt=-K 
where 
K: the radius of agent neighboring region 
s,t: the indexes of a pixel belong to the neighboring region rel-
ative to 
j): the gray-level value at position 
S: a predefined positive threshold 
When the agent is stimulated, it marks its current position as a feature. At the 
same time, it generates a set of offspring and distributes them in its neighboring 
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region. This behavior is called reproduction. If the agent is not stimulated, it will 
move to another pixel within its neighboring region. This moving behavior is called 
diffusion. Each agent has a vector called a direction vector which is used for the 
guidance of the reproduction and the diffusion direction. The agents can follow the 
image features with a direction vector updating method. This method has two steps 
shown as below: 
1. Agent selection: select all agents for F{a) > 0, where F{a) is the fitness 
function of an agent. The equation of fitness function is: 
1 — steps before reproduction 仅 ^^  sti腿lated, 
F[a) = life span of a (2.2) 
—1 otherwise 
\ 
2. Direction vector updating: For all the agents selected, compute: 
No p{0 e e)a = (2.3) 
and 
P ( � 6 = ^ ^ (2.4) 
where 
6 : the set of possible directions for agent diffusion 
Q： the set of possible directions for agent reproduction 
Ni： the number of agents that have diffuses to the local stimu-
lus from direction i 
Oi： the number of agents reproduced by their parents from di-
rection i 
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If the agent is not stimulated in this generation, its age will be increased by one. 
It will vanish from the image finally if it reaches the end of its life span. 
The work of Liu et al. demonstrated how the evolutionary agents can be ap-
plied to an image processing problem. They have some advantages that are able to 
overcome some of the shortcomings in the traditional approaches. First, they do not 
need to perform an exhaustive search for image features. Also the feature extrac-
tion process can be carried out by the parallel agent processes. Lastly the searching 
paths are guided by an evolutionary process which can be evolved automatically. 
However, they still have some limitations. In their examples, the agents are 
not able to handle the multi-spectrums images but only the gray level images. The 
features defining method has not been described and the definitions of the features 
have no semantic which makes the system very hard to design and understand. Their 
agents are not able to handle the spatial relationships among the image features also. 
We view their work as a starting point and propose our novel model-based frame-
work of evolutionary multi-agent object recognition building on their foundations. 
As can be seen later many new features have been added in our new framework. 
From next chapter onwards, we will discuss our new evolutionary multi-agent 
system framework in detail. 
Chapter 3 
System Architecture and Agent 
Behaviors in SIMULATORS 
In this chapter, we first describe the architecture of SIMULATORS. The organiza-
tion of the system and the system flow will be presented in section 3.1. The system 
can be generalized into two parts, the layered digital image environment and the set 
of knowledge based autonomous agents. The layered digital image environment is 
an input image of the system and a search space of the evolutionary autonomous 
agents. The information of the input image is arranged into different layers. We 
will discuss the relationship between the object recognition process and the lay-
ered digital image environment. Then, we present the knowledge representation of 
the knowledge based autonomous agents, which is called the internal object model 
in section 3.2. The internal object model is the description of the target object that 
agents should search for. Through the internal object model the user can define what 
kind of objects he wants in the image. In section 3.3 we present the agent behaviors 
and give some examples to describe the object recognition process. In section 3.4 
we will describe how to use clustering algorithm to train the agent for learning the 
internal object model with a set of training examples. Finally we summarize this 
chapter in section 3.5. 
33 
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3.1 Organization of the System 
There are two main parts in system SIMULATORS, namely a layered digital image 
environment and a set of autonomous agents. The input digital image will be divided 
into different layers and processed by autonomous agents in different phases. In the 
following sections we will describe the architecture of SIMULATORS. We will first 
give a general picture of object recognition system. Then the flow of the system will 
be presented in detail. Finally we will present the architecture of the layered digital 
image environment. 
3.1.1 General Architecture of Object Recognition System 
The general organization of the object recognition system can be viewed as three 
basic processes [34]. These processes are: 
1. Low-level processing 
2. Intermediate-level processing 
3. High-level processing 
These basic processes are illustrated in figure 3.1. Although these processes 
have no strict boundaries, they can provide a useful framework for a general object 
recognition system. 
Low-level processing usually deals with image enhancement functions. This 
category of processes such as noise reduction or image de-blurring is important to 
the further processes in the system. The low-level processing can be knowledge 
model driven. For example, we may acquire only infrared band in a satellite image 
if only a infrared band information is useful and has been specified in our knowledge 
model. 
Intermediate-level processing deals with the task of extracting and characteriz-
ing components in an image resulting from a low-level processing. The techniques 
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of segmentation and feature extraction are frequently used. In this level of pro-
cessing we want to extract the important features that we are interested in and the 
remaining information will be excluded. A user must define the desired object 
through a knowledge representation to tell the system what kinds of features should 
be extracted. 
Finally, High-level processing involves recognition and verification. The recog-
nition process will detect the target object from the extracted set of features from 
intermediate-level processing. The recognition makes use of the relationships be-
tween the extracted features for locating the target object in the image. After the 
recognition process the verification matches the selected object against the knowl-
edge model to ensure that the appropriate object is selected. In this project, we 
concentrate on the intermediate-level and high-level processing. We will present 
how the autonomous multi-agent approach can help us to solve the problem of the 
object recognition in satellite images. 
3.1.2 Introduction to SIMULATORS 
The basic idea of our novel object recognition system, called model-based SIMU-
LATORS, is using a set of agents to extract and recognize the image features. When 
enough information from the image features is collected, the target object can be 
recognized. When an agent is able to extract an image feature which is defined by 
a user, it is able to survive in the environment. This survived agent is rewarded to 
reproduce a new generation to search more image features to become competitive 
in the survival game. Finally only the set of agents that are able to extract and rec-
ognize enough features will be able to survive. The features they recognized will be 
the result of the object recognition process. 
Driven by the principle of survival [19], the agents can only survive if they can 
adapt to the environment. In the other words, the agents will try its best to recognize 
the image features as much as possible to survive. The agents will exhibit different 
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Figure 3.1: Three areas in a general object recognition system. The overlapping 
dashed lines indicating that there are no clear-cut boundaries between areas. [34] 
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behaviors to adapt to the environment and we will present it in detail later. The 
agents cannot recognize an object without some knowledge about the target object. 
A knowledge model is designed to guide the agents in the process. The agents also 
work in a co-operative fashion to elect the best population to survive. 
3.1.3 System Flow of SIMULATORS 
To recognize the target object in a satellite image, the system must be able to (1) 
extract the possible features and (2) identify the target objects. These abilities are in 
the categories of intermediate-level and high-level processing described in section 
3.1.1. 
The process of the object recognition in SIMULATORS is divided into three 
phases, the image processing, the object recognition and the validation phases. In 
the image processing phase, the agents explore and collect the raw image informa-
tion in the digital image. A knowledge model defined the image features that agents 
should extract. After the image processing phase, s sets of image features in the 
image will be collected. We refer the set of image features as image objects. In 
the object recognition phase, the agents will explore these image objects and exam-
ine their relationships. Another knowledge model representing the relationships be-
tween these objects is used in this phase. We are only interested in those objects that 
have the spatial relationship with others which is pre-defined by the model. In the 
validation phase the agents give votes (scores) to different objects according to the 
description of the given knowledge model. Agents score by using a method called 
voting mechanism which will be presented in section 4.2. Finally, after choosing 
the top ranking objects the locations of the target objects can be identified by the 
agents. The flow of the system is shown in figure 3.2. 
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Figure 3.2: Three phases of SIMULATORS. In the image processing phase the 
agents deal with the raw image information and extract the image feature for next 
phase. The agents examine the relationships between the extracted objects and se-
lect an appropriate set of objects. Finally the agents vote the objects and rank them 
according to the similarity of the objects and the knowledge model. 
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3.1.4 Layered Digital Image Environment 
The digital image is the environment for our agents. A digital image / is a two 
dimensional matrix with each of its element being a three-tuple vector, representing 
the Red, Green, Blue (RGB) bands. According to the process phases of the system, 
we arrange the digital image environment into four layers: the image processing, 
the object recognition, the validation and the output layers. The structure of the 
layered digital image environment is illustrated in figure 3.3. 
In the image processing layer, some of the elements in I satisfy a set of pre-
defined conditions and relationships. These elements are called feature pixels. This 
layer corresponds to the image processing phase. In this layer, the objective of the 
agents is to extract the feature pixels. The agents will then combine the feature 
pixels with pre-defined relationships into different sets. These sets of feature pixels 
can be defined as image objects. 
After a set of image objects is recognized, the digital image environment shifts 
to the object recognition layer. This layer corresponds to the object recognition 
phase. Similar to the image processing layer, a. feature object can be defined by a 
set of image objects with specific relationships. The feature objects satisfying those 
specific relationship will be recognized. 
Then the agents rank the recognized feature objects in terms of the knowledge 
model similarity in the validation layer. Since the user may only wants to extract 
a certain portion of feature objects, therefore the agents in this layer vote for each 
recognized feature objects. For a feature objects with a high voting score, i.e. it 
matches the knowledge model well, will get a higher ranking. The user can specify 
the ranking threshold to select only the feature objects with high ranking in this 
layer. 
Finally, the locations of the feature objects will be given in the output layer. The 
objective of the agents in SIMULATORS is to identify the locations of the feature 
objects. The processes in the difference phases are similar and the same set of agent 
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Figure 3.3: The structure of the layered digital image environment. The agents 
work in the image processing, the object recognition and the validation layers are 
referred to the image processing, the object recognition and the validation phases 
respectively. Each agent contains an internal object model representing the knowl-
edge of the target currently being searched. The internal object model for different 
objects in different layers can be different. 
is applied to all image layers. For description convenience, we use the iQvm feature 
targets in the remaining part of the report to represent both feature pixels and feature 
objects. 
The advantage of this multi-layer design is that we can reuse similar knowledge 
models and controls of agents to simplify our overall system architecture. 
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3.2 Architecture of Autonomous Agents 
The architecture of an autonomous agent can be divided into four parts, namely: 
• Internal Object Model 
• Local Information Sensor 
• Direction Density Vector 
• Agent Behaviors 
An internal object model describes the feature target that an agent should try to 
search. An agent will sense the image pixel it currently placed on with its sensor 
and react to this local information. The direction density vector guides the explo-
ration direction of an agent which can be randomly generated or governed by an 
evolutionary algorithm to adapt to the image environment. An agent will also show 
several behaviors during the image exploration to search and recognize the feature 
target. In this section we will present the first three modules of autonomous agents 
and the agent behaviors will be presented in next section. 
3.2.1 Internal Object Model in an Agent 
The internal object model represents the relationships between the possible at-
tributes in the image. Each agent contains such a model. This model describes rela-
tionships between the feature pixels for the desired object. This object model plays 
the role of knowledge representation in the traditional object recognition method 
such as [72]. 
The internal object model is structured as a hierarchical graph. Each node rep-
resents an attributes of the describing object (e.g. see figure 3.4 and 3.5). As dis-
cussed before in section 3.1.4, the autonomous agents work under different layers 
through the object recognition process. In the different layers the agents need dif-
ferent kind of knowledge therefore the meaning of the content in the internal object 
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model varies in different layers. In the image processing layer the agents extract 
the feature pixels and segment the image objects from the extracted pixels. The role 
of the internal object model in this phase plays the role of knowledge model of the 
visual properties of image objects. Each node in the internal object model repre-
sents the color of a feature pixel which is treated as a part of an image object. The 
edges between the nodes are the searching path of those feature pixels. The color 
information in the nodes and their relationship defined a set of feature pixels which 
is an image object. One internal object model is used to define one kind of image 
objects. 
When the system enters the object recognition phase, the environment of the 
autonomous agents is shifted to the object recognition layer. The image objects in 
this layer are extracted and the agents recognize the feature object by studying their 
geometric relationships. Here the agents need the knowledge about the geometric 
relationships between the image objects. An internal object model with the same 
structure in previous phase describes such relationships between the image objects. 
A node of the internal object model in the object recognition layer represents a type 
of image objects while the edge between the nodes represents the searching path of 
those image objects. With such an internal object model, the agents can recognize 
the feature objects which are constrained by special geometric relationships with 
other objects. 
Finally the system progresses into the validation phase. The internal object 
model in the validation phase is same as the model in the object recognition phase, 
since in the validation phase the agents concentrate on the relationships between 
the image objects. The agents examine the recognized objects and rank them with 
a certainty according to the relationships specified in the internal object model. 
The example of internal object model corresponding to different layers is given 
in the figure 3.4. The internal object models in the two layers are shown to represent 
different levels of information. 
The color information in the nodes of the internal object model is encoded in 
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Figure 3.4: The internal object models in two layers. While the structures of the 
internal object models are the same in two layers, the information they are repre-
senting is different. In the image processing layer the nodes of the internal object 
model define the color information of feature pixels. On the other hand, the nodes 
of the internal object model in the object recognition layer define the information of 
image objects. The dash lines point from the model nodes show the corresponding 
pixels and the image objects they represent. 
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two vectors. The first one is defined as the color means of the feature target in terms 
of the RGB bands. The second one is defined as the range of the feature target 
color, in term of the standard deviations of the RGB bands. An example of the 
internal object model is shown in figure 3.5. We also give the formal definition of 
the internal object model of autonomous agent in definition 3.2.1. 
Definition 3.2.1 (Internal Object Model) Let agent Ai contain the internal object 
model Mi which contains n nodes. Let rriij be a node in the Mi, so that m^j G Mi 
where j 二 1 •. • n. The rrii^i is the root of the internal object model Mi. Each 
rriij contains two three-tuples vectors. One is fTj — {/ij^, [i^, / j f } representing the 
means of R, G and B bands, respectively. Another vector is aj = {aj^, a f , a f } 
defining the standard deviations ofR, G and B bands respectively. The direction of 
edge is from rriij to mi,k if and only ifk > j. 
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Figure 3.5: An example for an internal object model. In each node two vectors are 
defined: (1) Mean values of the RGB bands and, (2) Standard deviation values of 
the RGB bands. In the image processing layer the color information in the model is 
representing the feature pixels. We define a color for an image object in the object 
recognition layer, therefore the internal object model nodes in the object recognition 
layer are representing the image objects with the corresponding color information. 
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3.2.2 Current State of an Agent 
The following definition is given for a current state of an agent: 
Definition 3.2.2 (Agent Current State) The current state of the agent Ai is defined 
as Si J where G Mi and j = 1 • • • n. Mi is the internal object model of the agent 
為. 
During the recognition process, the agents will try its best to find the image 
information that matches with its internal object model. The agents start to collect 
the information from the root of its internal object model, since we believe the 
information in the root should be most important. When the feature target stated in 
root node is found, then the agents will try to find the next feature defined in the 
internal object model. Each node in the internal object model will be examined one 
by one. The agent will follow the path in its internal object model and search the 
feature target which matches the current node (state) in the internal object model. 
The current state of an agent is the node in its internal object model representing 
the current feature target of interest. In other words, let the current state of agent 
Ai be Si,j, where Si,j is the jth node in its internal object model. The agent Ai will 
only recognize the feature target that matches Sij. The current state will be changed 
when the reproduction behavior is triggered. W e will discuss this in detail in section 
3.3.2. 
At the beginning, all the current states of the agents will be initialized to the root 
node (state) of their internal object models. 
3.2.3 Local Information Sensor 
An agent placed on the image always senses its current region (or pixel) with its 
local information sensor. The sensor is a module programmed to collect different 
kind of information, such as color information, texture information or sharp infor-
mation. This sensor can be changed to fit the different problems. According to the 
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information sensed from the current pixel and its current state, a corresponding be-
havior will be selected. In SIMULATORS, the sensors of agents are programmed to 
sense the color information in images. If a feature target is detected by an agent, we 
say that the agent is a triggered agent. The trigger condition is defined as follows: 
Definition 3.2.3 (Trigger condition) For an agent Ai, let its current state be Sij. 
If the current pixel I(x,y)y satisfies Sij, i.e. I(x,y) ^ [Ai, A2]，agent Ai is said to be 
triggered. The range boundaries Ai and X2 are computed by the following functions: 
Xi = iTj — (jj (3.1) 
A2 = jij + (Jj (3.2) 
where the fTj and aj are the means and standard deviation vectors defined in the 
current state of Ai, Sij. 
3.2.4 Direction Density Vector 
When an agent is triggered according to definition 3.2.3, it will perform some ac-
tions to explore more information to match against its internal object model. The 
exploration direction of agent is guided by its direction density vector. Direction 
density vector is a n dimension vector, where n is the possible directions for the 
exploration. Each element of the vector has an integer value which represents the 
number of offspring agents will be generated in this direction in next generation. 
An example of direction density vector is shown in figure 3.6. In this example we 
divide exploration area in eight direction zones. Each agent has an eight elements 
direction density vector. If the element i is non-zero, the specified number of off-
spring agents will be generate in direction i. The choice of exploration direction is 
the key of a successful object recognition process. The number of possible explo-
ration directions and the maximum number of offspring agents in a direction can 
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Figure 3.6: (a) is an example of direction density vector, (b) is the corresponding 
direction zones; eight zones are defined in this example. The shaded elements or 
direction zones are enabled. Offspring agents will be generated in direction zones 
1, 3 and 8 with numbers 3, 4 and 2, respectively, according to their enabled vector 
elements. 
be defined by the users. W e will discuss how to use an evolutionary algorithm to 
drive the exploration direction by manipulating the direction density vector to adapt 
to the digital image environment in chapter 4. 
3.3 Agent Behaviors 
An object recognition system must be able to find out the feature targets in an image. 
W e have discussed the knowledge representation of the agents for feature target 
definition. In the following we will discuss how to coordinate the agents to search 
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the feature targets in the digital image environment. 
Throughout the process of image feature search and object recognition, each 
agent in the image will have several behaviors. These behaviors are triggered when 
the feature target is found in the local information sensing. As a result of the agent 
matching execution, certain patterns will be left behind by the agents, which in turn 
identify the locations of the desired objects in the digital image environment [65:. 
This section gives a description of the reactive behaviors of an autonomous agent in 
detail. A set of similar agent behaviors can be found in [63-65]. 
3.3.1 Feature Target Marking 
When an agent Ai is triggered by an image pixel I(^ ,y)’ it will place a marker,少“ on 
I{x,y)- This marker is a numerical value corresponding to the similarity between the 
I{x,y) and the properties defined in the current state of Ai. The term ^ ^ is calculated 
by the following feature similarity equation: 
屯 z = 1 —丨丨々工气—" ; .丨丨 ( 3 . 3 ) 
The value of the marker ^ ^ can be subsequently be increased by the votes casted 
by the agents voting mechanism. This mechanism will be discussed in section 4.2 
in detail. 
3.3.2 Reproduction 
In an image, the image features are usually spatially related and tend to gather 
together. The basic idea is that the neighborhood of a feature has a high possibility 
that contains another wanted features. Therefore when an agent detects a feature 
it should increase its searching region to increase the possibility of detecting next 
feature. If a group of agents can identify the feature targets as much as possible, 
they can obtain a high voting score in the voting phase. A group of agents can 
only survive at the end of the object recognition process with a high voting score. 
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Therefore, to be a survivor an agent must try to increase the chance of finding the 
feature targets and the strategy to survive is to reproduce a new generation of agents 
to collect more feature targets. 
According to definition 3.2.3, when an agent Ai detects a feature target, it will 
reproduce a finite number of offspring agents within its neighboring region. The 
reproduction behavior enables the agent to distribute offspring agents to search the 
next feature targets defined in the internal object model. 
When the offspring agents are reproduced, they will inherit the internal object 
model and the direction density vector from their parent, Ai. At the same time, 
the current states of the newly reproduced offspring agents will be updated. An 
example of the reproduction behavior is illustrated in figure 3.7. 
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Figure 3.7: An example of agent reproduction behavior. Different shapes of the 
agents represent agents with different current states. 
The number of the reproduced offspring agents is pre-defined as uj by the user. 
Different shapes of the agents in figure 3.7 represent different current states. 
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In agent reproduction, the number of offspring agents is determined not only 
by the pre-defined term uj but also the current state of the parent agent. The newly 
spawned offspring agents will update their current states. The new current states of 
the offspring agents can be one of the children nodes of the current state of their 
parent. These offspring agents have a new feature target searching goal as their 
current states are updated according to their internal object model. However, not 
only agents with new current state are reproduced, but also the agents with the same 
current state with the parent. This is because the same feature targets are likely to 
be near to the current feature target, therefore the offspring agents with the same 
current state also have a high chance to reach the next feature target. An example 
of current state updating is shown in figure 3.8. 
From figure 3.7, we can observe that the distance and the direction of the re-
production may be varied. The distribution of the offspring agents is according to 
the direction density vector of their parent defined in the section 3.2.4, illustrated 
in figure 3.9. When an agent is triggered to perform reproduction, it will check its 
direction density vector. According to the enabled elements in the direction density 
vector, the triggered agent reproduces a set of offspring agents to the correspond-
ing directions. The offspring agents inherit the direction density vector form their 
parent. 
Definition 3.3.1 (Reproduction) At time t，if an agent Ai is triggered, Ai will re-
produce a finite number uj of offspring agents in its neighboring region which is 
defined in a range of Rr and the direction is computed from the direction density 
vector, dd. The current state of offspring agent Aj where j —— 1 …cu，will be up-
dated to one of the children nodes of the parent's current state. Agents with the 
same current state of the parent will also be reproduced. 
Let O = {Aj, Aj^i,. • •, Aj^^} be a set of the offspring agents. Let C = 
{mi,u, rrii^u+i^.. •，i^ i,u+v} be the set of the children nodes of the current state of 
Ai, where u is the node id of the current state of Ai and v is the branch factor 
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Figure 3.8: The offspring agents update their current states according to their inter-
nal object models. Agents with different current states target to different features. 
The number of edges branch out from the agent parent current state determines the 
number of the offspring agents. The current states of offspring agents are the child 
nodes of the parent agent current state. In the figure, the solid edges in the offspring 
agent internal object models represent the path of the current state updating. 
of agent Ai. Then, Sk,i G C, where Sk,i is the current state of the agents in O, 
k = j …j + uj，and I = u ... u + V, 
3.3.3 Diffusion 
As stated in definition 3.2.3, an agent keeps checking whether or not the image 
information satisfy its current state. If the current pixel does not match its current 
state, this agent will move to a new location within its neighboring region and the 
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Figure 3.9: An illustration of agent reproduction affected by direction density vec-
tor. The parent agent is triggered and reproduces a set of offspring agents. The 
direction density vector in the parent agent controls which direction and the number 
of offspring should be reproduces. 
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age of agent will be increased. This behavior is called diffusion [65]. The distance of 
diffusion will be randomly generated within a pre-defined range Dr. This behavior 
play an important role in the object recognition process and gives the chance to 
an agent to search the feature pixel actively. Diffusion behavior gives a chance to 
agents to explore more image features. Each time an agent diffuses, its age will 
be increased by one. The age of an agent is initialized to one when an agent is 
reproduced. In the figure 3.10 we have an illustration to give an example of diffusion 
behavior. 
Definition 3.3.2 (Diffusion) At time t, if an agent Ai is not triggered, it will move 
to another pixel with a random direction and distance within a predefined range 
Dj.. The age of Ai, agei will be increased, i.e. agci — agci + 1. 
3.3.4 Vanishing 
Each agent has a pre-defined life span,少.If an agent exceeds its life span, it will 
vanish from the image environment and will not perform anymore interactions with 
the environment and other agents [65]. Figure 3.10 illustrated this behavior. 
Definition 3.3.3 (Vanishing) At time t, given a set of agents is A^. When the age 
agci of an agent Ai exceeds the pre-defined life span of agents, $，then the new set 
of agent at next generation is A^^^ ^ A^ — A^. 
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Figure 3.10: An illustration of diffusion and vanishing behaviors. When the image 
information in the current pixel does not satisfy the current state of the agent, the 
agent will diffuse to another pixel. The ranges of direction and the distance of 
diffusion is pre-defined and selected randomly when diffusion performed. When an 
agent diffused its age will increase one. If an agent become old enough that its age 
reach its life span, it will vanish from the digital image environment. 
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3.4 Clustering for Autonomous Agent Training 
A good knowledge model is the key for a successful recognition. The internal object 
model defined the spatial relationships between the feature targets and the user must 
design the model for the agent to describe the desired object he wants to find. In 
the object recognition and validation layers, designing the internal object model 
is easy. Since in these layers the internal object model is representing the spatial 
relationship between the image objects, which is the definition of the desired object. 
For example, we want to find a woodland that is near a village. These relationship 
is known by the user and will be encoded in the internal object model at the object 
recognition layer. 
However, the internal object model designing in the image processing is not a 
trivial work. In this layer we want to segment the interested image object out from 
the image. The internal object model in this layer defined which and how the data is 
grouped. The design of the internal object model strongly affect the accuracy of the 
image segmentation. Unfortunately, designing the internal object model in this layer 
manually is not a effective solution since it is very hard to describe the relationships 
between the pixels. To build the internal object model we want to know: (1) for 
an image object, it contains what kind of pixels, in term of the colors, and (2) how 
those pixels are related. W e can see that this is a clustering problem [23]. Using the 
clustering can help us to discover and leam the object organization in the image [26]. 
3.4.1 Introduction 
Clustering is useful in several exploratory pattern-analysis, grouping, image seg-
mentation and pattern classification [48]. Since the internal object model of agents 
is representing the visual image features of an image object, we would like to extract 
those image features from a set of training examples. Using clustering technique to 
analyze the color information of the pixels in the training examples can help us to 
find out and group the image features hidden in the image objects. The idea of using 
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Figure 3.11: When we have an example of an image object, we can apply a cluster-
ing algorithm on it. Different kinds of image features will be extracted and grouped 
in different clusters. These clusters can provide the information for creating internal 
object models for agents. 
the clustering technique is shown in figure 3.11. 
In our system we choose the k-means clustering algorithm as our clustering 
algorithm. K-means clustering algorithm [67] is a well known cluster analysis 
method. The k-means clustering method is applied to many image processing and 
computer vision problems [83] [85] [97]. 
K-means clustering can be described as a partitioning method. W e treat the 
pixels in an image object the data points in a 3 dimensional space. Each dimension 
represents red, green and blue (RGB) band respectively. W e can now measure the 
distance between the pixels in this 3 dimensional space just as they occupied some 
spaces. The algorithm partitions the pixels in the images into K mutually exclusive 
clusters. It finds a partition in which pixels within each cluster are as close to each 
other as possible, and as far from objects in other clusters as possible. Each cluster 
in the partition is defined by its members and by its center. The center for each 
cluster is the point to which the sum of distances from all objects in that cluster is 
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minimized. K-means algorithm uses an iterative algorithm that minimizes the sum 
of distances from each object to its cluster center, over all clusters. The algorithm 
stops when all the pixels have minimum distances to theirs cluster centers. 
W e use the k-means clustering algorithm for our agent training because it is 
simple to implement and give a satisfied accuracy. The outline of the k-means 
clustering is shown in algorithm 3.1 
Algorithm 3.1 K-means Clustering Algorithm 
choose k cluster centers and place it randomly in the pixel samples 
repeat 
Assign each pixel samples to the closest cluster center 
Re-calculate the cluster centers using the current cluster memberships 
until All pixel samples have minimum distances to their cluster centers 
3.4.2 Creating the Internal Object Model 
The internal object model is the knowledge representation of the feature targets. 
It determines the searching behaviors of agents. Since that the agents follow their 
internal object models to search the feature targets, training the agents means build 
the internal object models for them. As we have pointed out in previous section, 
building an internal object model using hand-crafted method is hard and inefficient 
in image processing phase. W e can using k-means clustering algorithm to leam the 
information in the feature targets and create an internal object model for this kind 
of feature targets. 
The algorithm of creating the internal object model is shown in algorithm 3.2. 
The symbol i; is a threshold for creating a new layer in the internal object model. 
The symbol r/ is a threshold for removing noisy cluster. The symbol Li is the I仇 
layer in internal object model while Mi is the i仇 node in the model. The symbol C 
means the set of the clusters generated by k-means clustering algorithm. 
W e give an example of the internal object model creating algorithm in figure 
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Algorithm 3.2 Creating Internal Object Model 
V — user define 
Tj 卜 user define 
I ^  1 
C 卜 k-means clustering 
for z = 0 to |(7| do 
if Noise level of Ci > ij then 
Remove Ci from C 
end if 
end for 
Sort the C according to the sizes of its clusters 
c 卜 center of Ci 
std — standard deviation of the members in Ci 
Encode c and std in Mi 
Create Model layer, Li 
for 2 = 0 to iq do 
if size of(Q) - size of((7卜i) > ；^ O R / = 1 then 
l ^ l + l 
Create Model layer Li 
end if 
c — center of Ci 
std standard deviation of the members in Ci 
Encode c and std in Mi 
Connect Mi to the nodes in 
end for  
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3.13. At the beginning we have selected 36 training examples which each one is an 
10 X 10 image. W e define the number of clusters k as 9, therefore 9 clusters are 
generated. The size and the distribution of the members of each clusters in shown 
in figure 3.12. A cluster with a small ratio of positive silhouette value members and 
silhouette negative value members is a noisy cluster. In figure 3.12 cluster 2, 3 and 
9 are considered as noisy clusters since their noise level is greater then the defined 
threshold r] which is defined as 0.4. The noisy level of a cluster is completed as 
following: 
noise仰=1 —仏工]X , (3.4) 
n 
where Q is a cluster in set C. Xj the number of members with silhouette value 
Wj. n is the number of the members in this cluster. 
W e remove those noisy clusters and then sort the remaining clusters according 
to theirs sizes in descending order. For each cluster we compute the center and the 
standard deviation of its members (pixels), and assign them into the node of the 
internal object model. W e first create the root node with the biggest cluster and 
create the first model layer for it, as we can have only one root node. After this we 
process every cluster. If the size different of the current cluster and the previous one 
is great enough (determined by threshold v, in this example it is 50), that means 
they have different level of visual evidence. The bigger cluster means this feature 
appear in the image more frequent and should be searched by agents first, therefore 
the node represents a bigger cluster is placed in a higher layer of the smaller one. 
If the clusters are similar in size then we place them in the same layer. W e connect 
the nodes in current layer with upper layer. When the last cluster is processed the 
algorithm stops. The internal object model is created. 
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Figure 3.12: The silhouette plot of the clusters. The silhouette values of each cluster 
means how close of the cluster members to the neighboring clusters. Value 1 means 
that member is very distant from neighboring clusters while -1 means that member 
is near to neighboring clusters and probably assigned to the wrong cluster. A cluster 
with a small ratio of positive value members and negative value members is a noisy 
cluster. 
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Figure 3.13: The process of creating internal object model, (a) The noisy clusters 
2,3 and 9 is removed, (b) Sort the selected clusters according to theirs sizes in 
descending order, (c) Create the root node and attach the second node on to it. 
The current model layer is 2. (d) If the current processing cluster is similar in size 
than previous one, this node should be in the same layer of previous one. (e) If the 
current processing cluster is smaller in size, create a new model layer and attach 
the current with the nodes in upper layer, (f) Finally the internal object model is 
created. 
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3.5 Summary 
W e have presented the system architecture of proposed object recognition system 
SIMULATORS. The layered digital image environment divided the object recog-
nition in difference phases and can simplify the control of the agents. The archi-
tecture of the agents is also presented. The same architecture and control of the 
agents can apply to different phases of the object recognition process, therefore the 
development and the management of the system is much simplified. The agents 
are knowledge based with a knowledge representation called internal object model. 
This model give a flexible way for user to describe the feature target he wants. The 
internal object model combines the image information and the spatial relationship 
information of the feature target so our system can recognize the objects which 
have special spatial relationships with other objects. The behaviors of agents are 
presented. The multi agent system performs a search for feature targets in a cooper-
ative fashion. Finally we have presented an algorithm using the k-means clustering 
algorithm for creating the internal object for agents. 
Chapter 4 
Evolutionary Algorithms for Multi 
Agent System 
Evolutionary algorithms are inspired by biological evolutionary theory and is widely 
applied in many problem domains, such as pattern recognition [18,59,61,64], bioin-
formatics [20,52,55,81], evolvable hardware [93,99], data mining [80,104,113,120] 
and much more. Evolutionary algorithms for multi agent systems are a new field 
being explored. In recent approaches, evolutionary algorithms applied to the multi 
agent system by animating agents with evolutionary behaviors. These agents with 
evolutionary behaviors are called evolutionary agents. Many researches have shown 
evolutionary multi agent systems to a flexible, robust and efficient tool for problem 
solving [76, 88]. In our work we will apply an evolutionary multi agent system to 
object recognition in images. An evolutionary algorithm is integrated with the work 
presented in chapter 3. The agents behaviors in S I M U L A T O R S will be governed by 
an evolutionary algorithm which results in a more robust and efficient system. The 
agents will coevolve in cooperative fashion to obtain the best population in terms 
of object recognition. When a feature target is found, the evolutionary agents will 
self-organized and emerge a pattern which results in a desired solution. The agents 
work like cellular automata with a same set of simple rules; however they not only 
interact with other agents but also the local image information. 
In this chapter, we will first introduce show the evolutionary behaviors of agents 
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in our system S I M U L A T O R S in section 4.1. W e will present our voting algorithm 
for the agent cooperation in section 4.2. Finally, the details of our evolutionary 
algorithm will be presented in section 4.3 and a summary will be given afterward. 
4.1 Evolutionary Agent Behaviors in SIMULATORS 
In this section, we will describe the evolutionary agent approach for object recog-
nition system, SIMULATORS, which is an extension of the approach we have pre-
sented in chapter 3. Following an overview of the agent's evolutionary behaviors, 
fitness evaluation method and the evolutionary algorithm governing features search-
ing method will be presented. 
4.1.1 Overview 
W e have seen how the agents behave in a digital image environment to perform the 
process of object recognition in section 3.3. The agents will be distributed on an 
image and detect the target features by performing a set of actions such as feature 
target marking, reproduction, diffusion and vanishing. W e can summarize the agent 
behaviors as follows: 
1. Local image information sensing: Agent senses the local image information 
by its local information sensor (see section 3.2.3). When the local image 
information matches the current state of the agent, the agent will be triggered. 
2. Marking the feature target: When the agent is triggered, it will place a 
marker according to the similarity between the local image information and 
the pre-defined properties (see section 3.3.1). 
3. Searching for next feature target by reproduction: After the agent marked 
the detected feature target, it will reproduce a set of offspring agents within 
its pre-defined neighboring region. The number and direction of offspring to 
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reproduced are determined by the direction density vector (in section 3.2.4). 
The reproduced offspring will update their current states and inherit the di-
rection density vectors from their parents (see section 3.3.2). 
4. Searching for current feature target by diffusion: If the agent cannot find 
a feature target in the current position, i.e. the agent is not triggered, it will 
perform diffusion to search the feature target again in other positions (see 
section 3.3.3). As the diffusion is performed, the agent age will be increased 
by one. 
5. Vanishing when it becomes too old: When the agent reached its pre-defined 
life span, it will vanish from the image environment and will not interact with 
other agents and environment anymore (see section 3.3.4). 
Figure 4.1 summarizes the agent behaviors mentioned above. 
4.1.2 Evolutionary Autonomous Agents 
W e have presented our object recognition system S I M U L A T O R S in chapter 3. A 
set of self-organized agents recognize the feature targets on the image and emerge 
a pattern as solution. The agents search and collect the feature targets mainly via 
reproduction. In the previous design, the reproduction directions are randomly se-
lected so the feature searching directions are also randomly selected. W e can extend 
the system by integrating the evolutionary algorithm and the agent behaviors to pro-
duce a more efficient and robust system. 
When an agent detects a feature target, which matches its current state, it will 
reproduce a set of offspring agents according to definition 3.3.1. W e can measure 
the performance of this parent agent and improve the offspring agents by applying 
an evolutionary algorithm. The agents behave similarly as described in section 3.3 
but the reproduction behavior is improved. 
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Figure 4.1: This figure illustrates the flow of the agent behaviors. When an agent comes into the "end" state, it is considered as "dead" and cannot interact with other agent a d env ronmen  anymor .
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4.1.3 Reproduction 
As mentioned in section 3.3.2, the strategy of an agent to survive is to reproduce 
a new generation of agents to collect more feature targets. When an agent Ai de-
tects a feature target, it will reproduce a finite number of offspring agents within 
its neighboring region. The reproduction behavior enables the agent to distribute 
offspring agents to search the next feature targets defined in the internal object 
model. When reproduction occurs, the system will evaluate the fitness of current 
agent. The direction density vectors of the agents with good performance will be 
selected. According to the fitness of current agent and others, a new set of direction 
density vector will be inherited by offspring agents. The reproduction distribution 
will be changed to the direction with higher possibility of containing feature tar-
gets. W e can view the direction density vector as the gene of an agent. Since the 
feature searching direction is mainly affected by the direction density vector, so if 
we can improve their "gene" then the next generation of agents can perform better 
as they will search in the directions with better opportunity. In every reproduction 
chance the agents will try to give the best genes to their offspring because if their 
offspring perform better then they can survive under the voting mechanism in the 
voting phase. W e will present the voting mechanism in section 4.2 in detail. 
4.1.4 Fitness Function 
Fitness function is the core of every evolutionary algorithm. To search the image 
feature in the image environment, the agents must perform reproduction and diffu-
sion. The agent selects the most effective parent agents among all the previously 
successful ones. The direction density vector, dd of the successful parent agents will 
be copied into the offspring agents. The selection of the successful parent agents is 
based on their fitness function values, defined as follows: 
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Definition 4.1.1 (Fitness Function) 
/ ⑷ = - 学 ) + 障 — M m L ^ ) (4.1) (jj 
where a and /S are the constants; andaj are the feature target description vectors 
from the current state Sij of Ai where iTj is the mean vector and aj is the standard 
deviation vector; agci is the age of agent Ai when it performs reproduction; and 
I{x,y) is the value of the current pixel that triggered agent Ai. 
W e can notice that the maximum fitness value is equal to one if the agent is 
placed exactly at the feature pixel and the feature pixel value is exactly the same as 
the mean vector /Tj. 
The terms [Tj and d] are the mean and standard deviation of the expected image 
feature, which is modeled as a Normal Distribution. W e believe the probability of 
an image feature distribution is reflected in normal distribution. The probability 
density function is shown below: 
/ ( * ， … = X e ^ ^ (4.2) 
In figure 4.2 we have a normal probability plot for normality testing. W e have 
selected an image feature defined in an internal object model and extract all samples 
in image which satisfy this image feature property. The figure shows the normal 
probability plot of samples in three dimensions, which are Red (R), Green (G) and 
Blue (B), respectively. If the samples fit in a normal distribution, the plot will appear 
linear, which are showed in the red lines in the figures. W e can observe in the figures 
that the image feature samples fit in a normal distribution well since they aligned 
on the straight lines. From this observation we can tell that the image features are 
distributed in a normal distribution, therefore the mean and standard deviation from 
a normal distribution should be used. 
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Figure 4.2: This figure illustrated the normal probability of a set of image feature 
samples in three dimensions. (A), (B) and (C) are the red, green and blue bands of 
the samples, respectively. The samples aligned on straight red lines show that they 
fit in a normal distribution 
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Algorithm 4.1 Direction Density Vector Propagation 
js^sort ^  sort(A) by fitness 
jtop — select a set of agents of size \A\ x 0 from the top of 
for all Ai G do 
T ^TijA^.dd 
end for 
R ^ select a set of agents of size | r | from with the lowest fitness 
for all R^e R do 
—f 
Ri.dd [ r 乂 
end for 
where: 
6 : the fitness threshold 
r : the set of direction density vector of selected agents 
—> 
Ai.dd : the direction density vector of agent Ai 
Ri.dd : the direction density vector of agent Ri 
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Figure 4.3: An example of direction density vector propagation. The direction den-
sity vectors of agents with poor fitness values represent that the possibility of image 
feature existing in the directions encoded in vectors is low. Therefore we should not 
go further in those directions but better find in the directions with successful record. 
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4.1.5 Direction Density Vector Propagation • —^ 
Direction density vector, dd is an n dimension vector, where n is the possible 
directions for the agent reproduction. When the agent reproduction is performed, 
it is computed based on the direction density vector. If the element i in a direction 
density vector is non-zero, then a number of offspring agents will be spawned in 
direction i. 
In every generation, the system will select a set of direction density vectors from 
the agents with the best fitness and use them to replace the direction density vectors 
of the agents with poor fitness. A fitness threshold, 6, specifies the top ranking 
portion of the agent population. The direction density vectors of the top ranking 
portion of the agent population will be used to replace the bottom ones. The steps 
of direction density vector propagation are shown in algorithm 4.1. An example 
of direction density vector propagation is also drawn in figure 4.3. In this example 
we can observe the direction density vectors of agents with poor fitness values will 
be replaced by the vectors from agents with higher fitness values. The direction 
density vectors of agents with poor fitness values represent that the possibility of 
image feature existing in the directions encoded in vectors is low. Therefore we 
should not go further in those directions but better search in the directions with 
successful records. Even an agent does not perform well in current generation but 
it may improve in the next generation since it can learned from other agents which 
have done well. 
4.1.6 Mutation 
W e would like to increase the chance to detect the feature target. To achieve the 
diversity of the searching directions, we introduce the operator mutation. Normally, 
when a new agent is spawned from its parent, it should contain the same direction 
density vector as its parent. When mutation occurs, the direction density vector of 
this agent will be replaced by another randomly generated direction density vector. 
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Mutation rate, e, is the probability of the mutation being occurred at each iteration. 
4.2 Agents Voting Mechanism 
After the agents have detected the feature targets in the image processing and ob-
ject recognition phases, they need to collect those detected information and validate 
which image object is the solution. In this section we will present the voting mech-
anism used by the agents to elect the best population which represents the desired 
image object. 
4.2.1 Overview 
Voting is a setting for gethering collective opinions, hence all agents give inputs 
to the decision mechanism. The outcome chosen by the mechanism is based on 
these inputs and consensus of all the agents [95]. The voting is often used in the 
jobs distribution decision. Using the voting mechanism can create a more complex 
self-correcting system [105:. 
When an agent found a feature target in an image environment it will label the 
feature target with a marker. However an agent does not know the activities of the 
others at the same time. They do not know whether the other agents have found a 
feature target or not, and also have no knowledge about the relationship between 
the feature targets found by other agents. The voting mechanism in the third phase 
of S I M U L A T O R S is a group decision making for picking up a set of feature targets 
with strong relation and good matching with the image object model. 
The voting mechanism is going to select the best sub-population representing an 
object within all the agents. In section 3.3 we know that agents will try their best to 
reproduce their next generation. It is because if they can increase their population 
size then they have a higher chance to obtain more votes in the voting phase to 
survive because only the sub-populations with high voting values will be selected 
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as the results. There are three ways to increase the voting value, as follows: 
1. Reproduce more agents: As the votes of offspring agents will go to their 
parents, so if an agent can reproduce a set of successful offspring which are 
able to reproduce next generation and survive until voting phase, this sub-
population may get a higher voting value. 
2. Detected features highly agree with internal object model: When an agent 
reproduces a set of offspring, the newly spawned agents are going to search 
for the other properties stated in their internal object model. The properties 
stated in the nodes with greater depth carry higher weights in voting. So if an 
agent can locate an evident stated deeply in its internal object model, it can 
contribute a higher voting value to its sub-population. 
3. Detected feature highly similar to the defined image properties: The vot-
ing value is based on the marker which is placed when an agent perform 
feature target marking. The marker value 少 is calculated by equation 3.3. If 
the detected feature target is highly similar to the defined image property the 
voting value will be increased. 
The set of image features with a high voting value is believed to be a strongly 
related structure which matches the object describe by the user well. By using 
this voting mechanism we can retrieve an image object with the desired spatial 
relationships from an image. 
4.2.2 Voting for Cooperative Agents 
According to section 3.3.1, when an agent finds the feature target in the current 
pixel /(cc,y)，a marker 少《is placed on I{x,y)- Then the offspring agents will search 
the remaining image feature in the image. Finally, all of the agents will vanish but 
all of the markers will be left behind when no more feature target can to be found in 
the image. For some feature targets which do not match the internal object model 
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well, i.e. the remaining image feature supports are not strong enough; they should 
not be recognized as a part of the feature target. W e should eliminate such markers 
for decreasing the false alarm rate. W e are using an agent voting mechanism for 
this purpose. The basic concept of this mechanism is to give some biases to the 
extracted feature target if they can further find another features target support. The 
agent voting algorithm outline is shown in algorithm 4.2. An example of the agent 
voting mechanism is also illustrated in figure 4.4. 
While an agent encounters a feature target and places a marker on it, its offspring 
agents will go further to search the remaining features target to support its internal 
object model. If the offspring agents can find more feature targets, then the values 
of the markers marked by the ancestors of this agent will be increased. The voting 
value is weighted by the depth of the agent's current state. While the agent's current 
state in a node of its tree fashion internal object model, the depth of its current state 
corresponding to its internal object model can be calculated. If the depth of an 
agent's current state is greater, the voting value weight will be greater, too. Because 
the deeper nodes in an internal object model describe more unique properties of 
the image object, so such image features are believed to be strong evidences which 
worth a higher weight in voting value. 
Finally the feature targets which can be observed with more features supports 
of other images will result in higher voting values. 
In the example of agent voting mechanism in figure 4.4，we have two agents cur-
rently in the image environment, namely dark and light agents (expressed in their 
colors). At time t = 1, both agents are triggered. Calculated by the similarities be-
tween their current states and the local image information, the marker values are 
both 1. The voting values contributed by them are both 1, too. Then they reproduce 
a set of offspring for searching new feature targets. At time t = 2, both offspring 
agents detect the feature targets again. Their voting values are difference as the 
similarity between the dark offspring agent's current state and its local image in-
formation is higher. The voting values contributed by them are higher than their 
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parents as their current states have greater depths than their parents. At time t = 
3’ only the light offspring agent can locate a feature target. The voting value con-
tributed by it is computed by its current state depth and the local image information 
similarity. The voting values will finally accumulate into their ancestors. 
Algorithm 4.2 Agent Voting Mechanism 
A — find ancestors of Ai 
屯i — feature similarity of A^ computed from eq. 3.3 
w <— the depth of the current state of 為 in its internal object model 
for all Aj G A do 
屯j — + (屯i X w) 
end for 
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Internal Object Model 
I J f f ^ ^Voting Value - 1 this agent contributed 
Feature Target z Z A -
~ t = 1 
Voting Value = 1 Voting Value = 1.2 
Voting Value = 1 . 6 
Voting Value = 2.4 
Figure 4.4: An example of agent voting mechanism. At time t = 1, both agents are 
triggered. Calculated by the similarities between their current states and the local 
image information, the marker values are both 1. At time t = 2, both offspring agents 
detect the feature targets again. Their voting values are difference as the similarity 
between the dark offspring agent's current and its local image information is higher. 
The voting values contributed by them are higher than their parents as their current 
states have a greater depth than their parents. At time t = 3, only the light offspring 
agent can locate a feature target. The number on each agent is the final voting value 
of it population at time t. 
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Table 4.1: Attributes of Agent Behaviors 
Attribute Description Value 
A Initial population of agents > 0 
0； Number of offspring in reproduction > 0 
Rr Reproduction Radius Range > 0 
Dr Diffusion Radius Range > 0 
—f 
dd Direction Density Vector [1... 8 
$ Life span > 0 
e Mutation rate > 0 
0 Fitness threshold > 0 
d Voting threshold > 0 
a constant in eq. 4.1 [0 …1 
/3 constant in eq. 4.1 [0 …1 
43 Evolutionary Multi Agent Object Recognition 
W e have seen the behaviors of evolutionary agents and how they collect the infor-
mation cooperatively via a voting mechanism. W e present the complete algorithm 
in algorithm 4.3. The behaviors of agents are parameterized by a set of attributes as 
summarized in table 4.1. 
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Algorithm 4.3 Evolutionary Multi Agent Object Recognition 
Require: A gray scale digital image of size U xV 
init time, t 卜 0 
distribute an initial set of agent, A, with population size of A, over the image 
while A / 0do 
update fitness 
for all A^ e Ado 
if Ai is triggered then 
reproduce a set of offspring agents O with the size to, within the range Rr 
—f 
and in direction dd 
Direction Density Vector Propagation 
if random > e then 
select offspring agents G O to mutation 
end if 
A<- AUO 
update internal states of O 
Sp current state of parent 
if Si 丰 Sp then 
voting the image feature 
end if 
Ai vanish, A i- A - Ai 
else if age; 二 then 
reach the life span, vanish 
Ai- A - Ai 
else 
Ai diffuse with distance Dr 
agci — agci + 1 
end if 
end for 
t ^ t + 1 
end while 
select the feature target with the marker value 屯〉W 
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4.4 Summary 
In this chapter we have presented the evolutionary behaviors of agents in SIMU-
LATORS. These behaviors extend the reproduction behavior with direction density 
vector sharing algorithm and mutation. With these evolutionary behaviors, agents 
become self-organized and adaptive to digital image environment. By evaluating the 
fitness of agents by a fitness function, we can improve the performance of agents 
through an evolution process. Finally we have discussed the voting mechanism used 
by S I M U L A T O R S to make the agents select the best answer cooperatively. Some 
examples have been given. 
Chapter 5 
Experimental Results and 
Applications 
In this chapter, we will present some experimental results and evaluate the perfor-
mance of SIMULATORS. In section 5.1, we will describe our experiment method-
ology. In section 5.2, we will report the experimental results of S I M U L A T O R S 
with evolutionary algorithm which is presented in chapter 4. An application for 
Fung Shui Woodland recognition in satellite image is implemented as the demon-
stration of SIMULATORS. W e will discuss our observations from the experiments 
in section 5.3. In section 5.4, we will give another application example for eyes 
detection. Finally, we will summarize our results in section 5.5. 
5.1 Experiment Methodology 
In this section, we will present our experiment methodology of the evaluation of 
SIMULATORS. W e apply our system to an application of Fung Shui Woodland 
location identification in satellite images. W e will also present the training environ-
ment for the internal object model creation of agents. 
82 
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5.1.1 Introduction to Fung Shui Woodland 
Pung Shui woodland is a special kind of woodland in Chinese belief. A woodland 
considered as a Fung Shui Woodland satisfies the following conditions [16]: 
• has a specified range of reflection spectrum in a satellite image, and 
• appears next to a village. 
Fung Shui woodland is an important translation of the traditional Fung Shui 
belief into practical measures [16]. The study of the locations of Fung Shui wood-
lands is useful for urban development planning and environmental protection. W e 
use the Fung Shui woodland recognition as our application because the nature of the 
Fung Shui woodland has a spatial relationship with another object (village) which 
matches the propose of our system. Traditionally the researchers using conven-
tional geographic satellite image processing system must first classify and identify 
all kinds of woodlands and the locations of the villages first, and then examine the 
spatial relationships of the classified objects one by one manually. Our proposed 
system S I M U L A T O R S is able to recognize the objects with specific spatial rela-
tion conditions that and suitable to automate the process of Fung Shui woodland 
detection. 
5.1.2 Testing Images 
W e have eleven testing images listed in table 5.1. The first three testing images 
are syntactic data which are generated in a controllable environment to evaluate the 
basic performance of our system. The remaining testing images are the satellite 
images of the Hong Kong north west territory. They are 200 x 200 true-color 
satellite images with 4 m resolution. 
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Table 5.1: Testing Images of S I M U L A T O R S Evaluation 
Experiment Total Number of the Target Objects Image Size 
artificialOl 4 200 x 200 
artificialOl-noise 4 200 x 200 
artificial02 5 200 x 200 
FungShuiOl 1 200 x 200 
FungShui01_noise 1 200 x 200 
FungShui02 2 200 x 200 
FungShuiOS 2 200 x 200 
FungShui04 1 200 x 200 
FungShuiOS 3 200 x 200 
FungShui06 1 200 x 200 
FungShuiO? 8 200 x 200 
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5.1.3 Creating Internal Object Model 
W e must create the internal object models for agents to recognize the target objects. 
The internal objects models for syntactic data experiments "artificialOl", "artifi-
cialOl _noise" and "artificial02" are created manually as we know the patterns of 
the target objects already. The structures of the internal object models for these 
experiments are shown in figures 5.2 and 5.3. As these experiments just involved 
the geometrical relationships among the feature pixels but not the spatial relation-
ships between the image objects, therefore we only need to create the internal object 
models for the image processing layer. 
The experiments of "FungShuiOl" to "FungShuiO?" are more complex. To iden-
tify the locations of our feature targets, Fung Shui Woodland, we must able to rec-
ognize the image objects of "woodlands" and "villages". The recognition of image 
objects woodlands and villages is processed in the image processing layers. W e then 
recognize the Fung Shui Woodland in the object recognition layer which examines 
the spatial relationships among the recognized woodlands and villages objects. The 
internal object models of woodlands and villages are created by the algorithm men-
tioned in section 3.4. Figure 5.1 shows the training examples used for the internal 
object models creation of woodlands and villages. 
The internal object models created from the training algorithm for woodlands 
and villages are shown in figures 5.4 and 5.5. 
.�1 • 
After the image processing phase the identified locations of the woodlands and 
the villages will be marked with a color-filled circular regions with radii of 10 pixels. 
The region of the image objects are then highlighted. Different colors of filled 
regions represent different image objects. In our experiment the image objects of 
woodland are filled with red and villages are filled with white. 
W e need the internal object model of Fung Shui woodland in the object recog-
nition phase for examining the spatial relationships among the image objects. Since 
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Table 5.2: C o m m o n Parameters of Experiments 
Parameter Description Value 
CO Number of offspring in reproduction 3 
Rr Reproduction Radius Range 5 
Dr Diffusion Radius Range 5 
—f 
dd Direction Density Vector [1 …8 
歪 Life span 4 
€ Mutation rate 0.1 
6 Fitness threshold 0.2 
a constant in eq. 4.1 0.7 
P constant in eq. 4.1 0.3 
we know the spatial relationships among the woodlands and villages by the defini-
tion of Fung Shui woodland, the internal object mode can be created manually. The 
structure and the color information encoded in its nodes are shown in figure 5.6. 
From this figure we can observe there are two nodes in the internal object model. 
They represent the image objects woodland and village, respectively. 
5.1.4 Experiment Parameters 
The common parameters used in the experiments are stated in table 5.2. Other 
experiment dependent parameters will be stated in each experiment. 




Figure 5.1: The training examples of (a) woodland, and (b) villages. 
A Node id Mean, jl Standard 
deviation,  
^ 
1 [250，0,0] [1,1,1] 
2 [250,250, [1,1,1] 
^ 一 - 、 
J 3 I [0,0,250] I [1,1,1] 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.2: (a) the structure of the internal object model, and (b) the color informa-
tion encoded in it for the target object in the experiment "artificialOl" and "artifi-
cialOl—noise，,. 
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1 [250,0,0] [1, 1, 1] 
2 [ 2 5 0 , 2 5 0 ， [ 1 , 1 , 1 ] 
2m  
^ ^ 3 [0,0,250] [1,1,1] 
^ ^ 4 [255, 0, [1,1,1] 
C v C v C v 250] 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.3: (a) the structure of the internal object model, and (b) the color informa-
tion encoded in it for the target object in the experiment "artificial02". 
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Node id Mean, p Standard devi-
ation, a 
1 [0, [1， 
1.067597e+04, 6.941861e+02, 
2.471529e+04] 6.569940e+02] 
2 [1.220447e+00, [2.159192e+01, 
1.070399e+04, 6.676337e+02, 
2.657703e+04] 6.817873e+02] 
^ 3 [0, ^ 
( 1 y 9.008185e+03, 7.770788e+02, 
2.368778e+04] 8.818721e+02] 
Z 4 [7.251185e+00, [7.430169e+01, 
1.290966e+04, 9.617774e+02, 
2.627225e+04] 7.963013e+02] 





Figure 5.4: (a) the structure of the internal object model, and (b) the color infor-
mation encoded in it for the woodland objects in the experiments "FungShuiOl" to 
"FungShuiOT". 
\ 
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Node id Mean, p Standard devi-
ation, a 
1 [7.560372e+03, [2.249405e+03, 
2.093237e+04, 1.667752e+03, 
3.971244e+04] 2.466719e+03] 
2 [1.234621e+04, [2.804070e+03, 
2.495775e+04, 1.721407e+03， 
( 1 y 4.479532e+04] 2.655466e+03] 
3 [2.325530e+04, [3.703765e+03, 
f ' ^ y 3.353180e+04, 1.858401e+03, 
5.403010e+04] 3.133726e+03] 
，� 4 [2.485584e+04, [3.595139e+03, 
3.761786e+04, 2.121664e+03, 
6.152638e+04] 2.825953e+03] 




Figure 5.5: (a) the structure of the internal object model, and (b) the color infor-
mation encoded in it for the village objects in the experiments "FungShuiOl" to 
"FungShuiOT". 
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Node id Mean, p Standard devi-
ation, a 
\ 1 (woodland) [65535,0’ 0] [1, 1, 1] 
i 2 y 2 (village) [65535, [1,1,1] 
65535,65535] 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.6: (a) the structure of the internal object model of Fung Shui woodland in 
the object recognition layer. The node 1 represents the image object woodland and 
node 2 represents the village, (b) the color information encoded in it for the Fung i 
Shui woodland in the experiments "FungShuiOl" to "FungShuiOT". 
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5.2 Experimental Results of Fung Shui Woodland Recog-
nition 
In this section we will present some experimental results of our system. Our system, 
SIMULATORS, will be modeled to recognize the Fung Shui Woodland in satellite 
images. In our experiments 3 sets of artificial images and 8 sets of real satellite 
images are used. The results come from S I M U L A T O R S will be compared with the 
results made by human experts. The summary of the experiments is shown in table 
5.4 and we will discuss the experimental results in section 5.3 in detail. 
5.2.1 Experiment 1: artificialOl 
In this experiment we would like to identify the location of the artificially created 
target objects with the colors red, white and blue. The original image and the param-
eters of this experiment are shown in figure 5.7. The snapshots of the recognition 
process are shown in figure 5.8. Figure 5.9 is the map of the voting values of the 
agents. Figure 5.10 is the result of S I M U L A T O R S compare with the correct answer. 
All 4 target objects are recognized and no false alarm is produced. 
5.2.2 Experiment 2: artifidalOl—noise 
W e test the robustness of S I M U L A T O R S in this experiment with a very noisy im-
age. The test image is same as experiment 1 described in section 5.2.1, but a noisy 
filter is applied to it. W e have applied a "salt and pepper" noise filter with 0.3 distri-
bution on the image. The test image and parameters used are shown in figure 5.11. 
The snapshots of the recognition process are shown in figure 5.12. Figure 5.13 is the 
map of the voting values of the agents. Figure 5.14 is the result of SIMULATORS 
compare with the correct answer. All 4 target objects are recognized and no false 
alarm is produced under this noisy environment. 
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5.2.3 Experiment 3: artificial02 
One of the challenge of Fung Shui woodland recognition is that they are irregular in 
shape and size. In this experiment we artificially created several objects, which are 
all irregular in shape and different in size. The target objects are constructed with 4 
colors, which are red, white, blue and magenta. The original image and parameters 
used in this experiment are shown in figure 5.15. The agents distribution during the 
recognition process is shown in figure 5.16. Figure 5.17 is the map of the voting 
values of agents. Figure 5.18 is the result of S I M U L A T O R S compare with the 
correct answer. All 5 target objects are recognized and no false alarm are produced. 
This experiment shows our system can recognize the objects with irregular shapes 
and sizes. 
5.2.4 Experiment 4: FungShuiOl 
In this section we test our system with real satellite images. Figure 5.19 shows the 
original image and the parameters setting of this experiment. In the image process-
ing phase, two kinds of agents are active. One kind of agents tries to search for the 
feature pixels of woodlands and another kind of agents try to search for the feature 
pixels of villages. Figures 5.20 shows the distribution of both kinds of agents in 
the image processing phase. Initially, two classes of agents are distributed over the 
satellite image. From figure 5.20 we can observe that the agents converge into the 
locations of the woodlands and the villages quickly. Because the agents are driven 
by their evolutionary behaviors, they tend to search for the feature pixels in the 
directions with higher chance which is proportional to the agent fitness. 
The voting values map of image processing phase and the results are shown in 
figures 5.21 and 5.22 respectively. The feature pixels over the voting threshold and 
their neighboring pixels will be marked as image objects. 
Then the system will move to the object recognition phase. The agents search 
for the locations of Fung Shui woodland by examining the relationships of the 
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woodlands and the villages. The snapshots of the agents distributions and the voting 
value map are shown in figure 5.23. The identified locations of Fung Shui woodland 
is shown in figure 5.24 , comparing with the expert selected answer. 
5.2.5 Experiment 5: FungShuiOl.noise 
Similar to the experiment describe in section 5.2.2, we apply a noise filter to our 
testing image for robustness test. W e use the same satellite image in the section 
5.2.4 but a noise filter "salt and pepper" with 0.3 distribution is applied to it. The 
original image and the parameters setting is shown in figure 5.25, The snapshots of 
agents distribution in image processing layer is shown in figure 5.26. The map of 
voting values is shown in figure 5.27. The Fung Shui woodland recognition process 
and the voting values afterward in object recognition layer are shown in figure 5.29. 
The identified locations of Fung Shui woodland is shown in figure 5.30 comparing 
with the answer selected by human expert. 
The result shows our system is not easily affected by the noisy environment. The 
result is similar to the previous one and agrees with the result in the artificial data. 
This shows that our system can recognize the Fung Shui woodland from satellite 
image robustly. 
5.2.6 Experiments 6 to 11: FungShui02 to FungShuiO? 
W e give a summary of remaining experiments here. The experiments remaining 
are all tested with a satellite image with different number of Fung Shui woodland. 
The sizes and the locations of the Fung Shui woodlands are different in all images. 
Table 5.3 is the summary of the figures of each experiment. The figures of these 
experiments are placed in appendix A. 
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Table 5.3: The figure numbers in the experiments 
Experiment Figure Description Num. of Figure No. 
Target 
Objects 
6,FhungShui02 Original Image & Parameters 2 A. 1 
6,FhungShui02 Agents Distribution in Image Processing 2 A.2 
Layer 
6,FhungShui02 Map of Voting Values in Image Process- 2 A.3 
ing Layer 
6,FhungShui02 Results of Image Processing Layer 2 A.4 
6,FhungShui02 Agents Distribution & Map of Voting Val- 2 A.5 
ues in Object Recognition Layer 
6,FhungShui02 Final Result compare with Expert se- 2 A.6 
lected answer 
7,FhungShui03 Original Image & Parameters 2 A.7 
7,FhungShui03 Agents Distribution in Image Processing 2 A.8 
Layer 
7,FhungShui03 Map of Voting Values in Image Process- 2 A.9 
ing Layer 
7,FhungShui03 Results of Image Processing Layer 2 A. 10 ‘ 
7,FhungShui03 Agents Distribution & Map of Voting Val- 2 A. 11 
ues in Object Recognition Layer 
7,FhungShui03 Final Result compare with Expert se- 2 A. 12 
lected answer 
8,FhungShui04 Original Image & Parameters 1 A.13 
8,FhungShui04 Agents Distribution in Image Processing 1 A. 14 
Layer 
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Table 5.3: continued 
Experiment Figure Description Num. of Figure No. 
Target 
Objects 
8,FhungShui04 M a p of Voting Values in Image Process- 1 A. 15 
ing Layer 
8,FhungShui04 Results of Image Processing Layer 1 A. 16 
8,FhungShui04 Agents Distribution & Map of Voting Val- 1 A.17 
ues in Object Recognition Layer 
8,FhungShui04 Final Result compare with Expert se- 1 A. 18 
lected answer 
9,FhungShui05 Original Image & Parameters 3 A.19 
9,FhungShui05 Agents Distribution in Image Processing 3 A.20 
Layer 
9,FhungShui05 Map of Voting Values in Image Process- 3 A.21 
ing Layer 
9,FhungShui05 Results of Image Processing Layer 3 A.22 
9,FhungShui05 Agents Distribution & Map of Voting Val- 3 A.23 
ues in Object Recognition Layer 
- - • • I • I . . III ••••• • " • • I •• — " ' • • • • ‘ . • • • , • I 
9,FhungShui05 Final Result compare with Expert se- 3 A.24 = “ 
lected answer 
10,FhungShui06 Original Image & Parameters 1 A.25 
10,FhungShui06 Agents Distribution in Image Processing 1 A.26 
Layer 
10，FhungShui06 Map of Voting Values in Image Process- 1 A.27 
ing Layer 
10,FhungShui06 Results of Image Processing Layer 1 A.28 
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Table 5.3: continued 
Experiment Figure Description Num. of Figure No. 
Target 
Objects 
10,FhungShui06 Agents Distribution & Map of Voting Val- 1 A.29 
ues in Object Recognition Layer 
10,FhungShui06 Final Result compare with Expert se- 1 A.30 
lected answer 
11 ,FhungShui07 Original Image & Parameters 8 A.31 
11,FhungShui07 Agents Distribution in Image Processing 8 A.32 
Layer 
11 ,FhungShui07 M a p of Voting Values in Image Process- 8 A.33 
ing Layer 
11 ,FhungShui07 Results of Image Processing Layer 8 A.34 
11，FhungShui07 Agents Distribution & Map of Voting Val- 8 A.35 
ues in Object Recognition Layer 
11 ,FhungShui07 Final Result compare with Expert se- 8 A.36 
lected answer 
Table 5.3: The figure numbers in the experiments 
丨M 
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Attribute Description Value 
A Initial population of agents 2048 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.7: (a) the original image of the experiment artificialOl, (b) the parameters 
used in the experiment artificialOl =丨 
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Original Image Generation 10 
Generation 1 Generation 20 
Generation 6 Final result after voting • • 
Figure 5.8: The snapshots of the agents distribution for target objects recognition 
in the experiment artificialOl. The last snapshot shows the identified locations of 
target objects after voting. 
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Figure 5.9: The map of the voting values of agents in the experiment artificialOl。 
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100 120 140 160 180 200 ^^^^^^HHHBHI^^^^^IHHHIHI^^^^^^I 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.10: (a) the result after voting of the experiment artificialOl, the green 
crosses are the identified locations of target objects, (b) the correct answers of the 
experiment artificialOl are highlighted with yellow boxes 
： 
Attribute Description Value 
A Initial population of agents 2048 
分 Voting threshold 100 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.11: (a) the original image of the experiment artificialOl—noise, (b) the pa-
rameters used in the experiment artificialOl—noise 
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Original Image Generation 16 
IBM MSBM 
• • 
Generation 4 Generation 24 
Generation 10 Final result after voting 
j j a j i M l i p M M P P P i 
Figure 5.12: The snapshots of the agents distribution for target objects recognition 
in the experiment artificialOl —noise. The last snapshot shows the identified locations 
of target objects after voting. 
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Figure 5.13: The map of the voting values of agents in the experiment artifi-
dalOLnoise。 
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H I B I 
100 120 140 160 180 200 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.14: (a) the result after voting of the experiment artificialOl —noise, the green 
crosses are the identified locations of target objects, (b) the correct answers of the 
experiment artificialOl—noise are highlighted with yellow boxes. For the visual con-
venience the noise in these figures are removed. 
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Attribute Description Value 
A Initial population of agents 2048 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.15: (a) the original image of the experiment artificial02, (b) the parameters 
used in the experiment artificial02 
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Original Image Generation 14 • • 
Generation 1 Generation 22 
_ _ H H 
Generation 10 Final result after voting • • 
Figure 5.16: The snapshots of the agents distribution for target objects recognition 
in the experiment ardficial02. The last snapshot shows the identified locations of 
target objects after voting. 
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Figure 5.17: The map of the voting values of agents in the experiment artificial02. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.18: (a) the result after voting of the experiment artificial02, the green 
crosses are the identified locations of target objects, (b) the correct answers of the 
experiment artificial02 are highlighted with green color. 
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Attribute Description Value 
A.W Initial population of 512 
Woodland agents 
Kv Initial population of 512 
3 A / Initial population of 512 
:::r “ 
： ： 厂 d Of 100 
办 f Voting threshold of 120 
Fung Shui Woodland  
(a) ( b ) 
Figure 5.19: (a) the original image of the experiment FungShuiOl, (b) the parame-
ters used in the experiment FungShuiOl 
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Original Image Generation 12 
M f： .. ：^ U V - j 
Generation 1 Generation 24 
赫 键 ^ - r d 
Generation 6 Final result after voting 
条：丄,"V, 
M jj^y：^ ^ jii. J 
(a) 
Original Image Generation 18 
， f r : :、： 't^m^-
i^P ‘ ^ ^ i場 
Generation 1 Generation 30 
纏 私 , 
Generation 6 Final result after voting 
• 麵 ：〜“" 
？^ ； \ ^ / 、兴 
(b) 
Figure 5.20: The snapshots of the agents distribution for (a) woodland recognition, 
and (b) village recognition in the image processing layer of the experiment Fung-
ShuiOl. The last snapshots show the identified locations of woodland and village 
after voting. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.21: The map of the voting values of (a) the woodland recognizing agents 
,and (b) the village recognizing agents in the image processing layer of the experi-
ment FungShuiOl。 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.22: The result after voting of (a) the woodland recognizing agents, and (b) 
the village recognizing agents in image processing layer of the experiment Fung-
ShuiOl. The green crosses are the identified locations of target objects. 
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Original Image Generation 20 
B • 
Generation 1 Generation 30 
HHPillil H l ^ l _T 
m B m M : : 
3 0 0 . \ ；... i、；： 
Generation 10 Final result after voting | 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.23: (a) the snapshots of the distribution of Fung Shui woodland recogniz-
ing agents in object recognition layer, and (b) the map of voting values of the agents 
in the object recognition layer of experiment FungShuiOl. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.24: The result after voting of (a) identified locations of Fung Shui wood-
land, and (b) the Fung Shui woodland location selected by the expert of experiment 
FungShuiOl. 
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Attribute Description Value 
Au, Initial population of 2048 
Woodland agents 
• ‘ ‘ 
p o p - o n of 2048 
'X； VI 一 agents  
l / ^ r f Z : 乡 處 恕 ‘ 二 力 � I - a , p �一 _ � f 1024 
翼〜广為‘：I ‘ ‘ ‘ 广广 * - " t f FungShui Woodland 
> 0 暴 ％}‘、‘ 乂 丨 式 ^ 
. y> ‘ ^ • . 气 “ ' ' 4 办W Voting threshold of 100 
々银、''it " C ' Woodland  
‘ A voting threshold of 80 
：“"、 ^ > "〜 ' ‘， V ^  ； •, ‘ ： ； > , , 必 f Voting threshold of 120 t^ "''4^ ‘‘‘‘ ‘ “ ‘ ‘ “ • ：一广、 ：‘ I b 
• jfe.-' “ ‘‘ - i j A ^ Fung Shui Woodland 
( a ) ( b ) 
Figure 5.25: (a) the original image of the experiment FungShuiOl—noise, (b) the 
parameters used in the experiment FungShuiOl—noise 
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Original Image Generation 14 
Generation 2 Generation 28 
_ ^： 
Generation 6 Final result after voting 
撃 〉 
(a) 
Original Image General on 14 
^ ：‘ 二 > • t^ j 
Generation 2 Generation 30 
Generation 10 Final result after voting 
i /:.夕. 
(b) 
Figure 5.26: The snapshots of the agents distribution for (a) woodland recognition, 
and (b) village recognition in the image processing layer of the experiment Fung-
ShuiOl—noise. The last snapshots show the identified locations of woodland and 
village after voting. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.27: The map of the voting values of (a) the woodland recognizing agents 
,and (b) the village recognizing agents in the image processing layer of the experi-
ment FungShuiOl—noise. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.28: The result after voting of (a) the woodland recognizing agents, and (b) 
the village recognizing agents in image processing layer of the experiment Fung-
ShuiOl _noise. The green crosses are the identified locations of target objects. 
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Original Image Generation 16 • • 
Generation 2 Generation 26 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.29: (a) the snapshots of the distribution of Fung Shui woodland recogniz-
ing agents in object recognition layer, and (b) the map of voting values of the agents 
in the object recognition layer of the experiment FungShuiOl—noise. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.30: The result after voting of (a) identified locations of Fung Shui wood-
land, and (b) the Fung Shui woodland location selected by the expert of the exper-
iment FungShuiOl_noise. The noises in these figures are removed for the visual 
convenience. 
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5.3 Discussion 
In this section, we are going to discuss our experimental results presented in pre-
vious section. W e first give a summary of the experiment performances in table 
5.4. W e define the total number of target objects in an image as N, the number 
of the target objects have successfully found is defined as n. W e divided each im-
age into 20 X 20 girds with size 10 x 10 pixels, therefore there are total 400 girds 
in each image. The girds contain no part of target objects are called non-target 
girds. The number of non-target girds in an image is defined as M. The number 
of miss-identified non-target girds is defined as m. The score of accuracy of each 
experiment is computed by the following equation: 
斷 H (5.1) 
The maximum score of an experiment is 1, which means the system can iden-
tify the locations of all feature objects without produce any false positive result. 
The minimum score is -1 which means the system cannot recognize any target ob-
ject but gives all the non-target girds as result. If the score is 0 that means the 
system identified all areas in an image as target objects. In this situation the result 
is meaningless. 
W e can obtain average score of 0.93873 out of 11 experiments. Each experiment 
has run for 5 times and we calculate their average scores. In most of the test cases 
our system can obtain satisfactory results with scores over score 0.9. The rate of 
false recognized non-target girds is low enough so the system does not receive many 
penalties. 
Let us use the experiment FungShuiOl (section 5.2.4) as an example. From the 
observation of the patterns of the agents distribution during the recognition process 
(figures 5.20 to 5.22), we find that the agents are able to recognize the locations of 
the possible Fung Shui woodland in the image processing phase. However in this 
phase the system produces a number of false positive results as the system have 
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no information about the spatial relationships among the woodland and villages, 
which is the critical condition of the appearance a of Fung Shui woodland. When 
the system come into object recognition phase the Fung Shui woodland recognizing 
agents explore all image objects of woodland to detect the appearance of the village 
objects. From figure 5.23 we can observe that the agents have explored all the image 
objects in the image and the locations of all woodland are identified. However, as 
some woodland do not have a village in their neighborhoods, the agents cannot 
find the evidence of village image objects to support them and hence they cannot 
obtain high voting values. Finally only the location with high voting value (over 
the threshold defined by the user), is selected and considered as the location of a 
Fung Shui woodland. Using the knowledge of the spatial relationship between the 
different image objects we can obtain a low false positive rate. W e can observe the 
similar behaviors of the process in other experiments. 
Another interesting phenomenon can be observed through the history of the 
searching patterns of agents. The agents behave more efficiently when the fea-
ture pixels are concentrated and connected [63]. Therefore we can observe a more 
efficient recognition rate of village recognizing agents than that of woodland rec-
ognizing agent in figure 5.31. The rate of the village recognizing agent population 
is increased rapidly showing that there are more village recognizing agents which 
are able to recognize the feature pixels in the same time. This phenomenon shows 
that our system can achieve a higher efficiency when the target objects are of highly 
connected and concentrated. 
However, the experiment FungShuiOS resulted in a relatively low score. This 
is because the system cannot identify the location of one of the Fung Shui wood-
land in this testing image. By studying the testing image used in this experiment 
(figure A. 12) we found that the missed Fung Shui woodland is far from the vil-
lage objects. The human expert identifies this Fung Shui woodland by using other 
kinds of knowledge which is not show in the image. In the image processing phase 
(figure A. 10) the agents are able to find this missed Fung Shui woodland however 
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Figure 5.31: The change of the population of active agents in the woodland and 
villages recognizing process of the experiment FungShuiOl. 
this woodland is finally unable to be recognized as it cannot obtain enough voting 
values. The voting threshold is designed to let the user to have a chance to specify 
the information level he wants. A lower voting threshold let the user obtains more 
information but may introduce more false positives. The higher voting threshold 
gives the more important information however the user may miss some information 
which may be useful. The setting of the voting threshold is problem depended but 
we can set a reasonable value by comparing the voting values of agents. 
W e have also tested the robustness of the proposed system using the noisy test 
cases in experiment artificialOl _noise and FungShuiOl .noise (sections 5.2.2 and 
5.2.5, respectively). W e have applied a salt-and-pepper noise filter which corrupts it 
and it is very hard to process an object recognition before removing the noises [100]. 
Compared with the experiment without applying the noise filter (artificialOl and 
FungShuiOl) the accuracy performances of these noisy cases do not suffered a big 
performance loss from the impact of the noisy environment. W e believe that the 
evolutionary behaviors of the agents is possible to "jump over" the noises and able 
to achieve an efficient search path by the evolutionary algorithm to skip over the 
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5.4 An Example of Eyes Detection 
In this section, we will present an example of eyes detection using SIMULATORS. 
S I M U L A T O R S is a general object recognition system which is able to apply to 
object recognition problems in different domains. W e demonstrate the process of 
eyes detection which is an important step in many face recognition algorithms. The 
system architecture and the control of the agents do not need to change for a new 
problem. W e only need to supply a new internal object model (knowledge model) 
of the feature object "eye" to our agents. Some parameters have to be retrained also. 
The feature object "eye" contains two image objects, namely, the white and the iris. 
When the agents find these two image objects are close to each others as specified 
by the internal object mode, then the feature object is considered to be found. The 
internal object models and the parameters used in this example are shown in figures 
5.32 to 5.34 and table 5.5, respectively. The internal object models are created from 
a set of training examples with 10 images and a true-color testing image with size 
120 X 120 pixels is used. 
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Node id Mean, jl Standard devia-
tion, a 
1 [2.156923e+02, [6.329355e+00, 
2.378462e+02, 6.591615e+00, 
2.235897e+02] 8.067863e+00] 
2 [1.988667e+02, [7.595738e+00, 
2.194667e+02, 8.253715e+00, 
V / 1.914000e+02] 6.884766e+00] 
X \ \ 3 [L735000e+02, [4.593474e+00, 
194, 5.899152e+00, 
( 2 V K ^ y 1.766667e+02] 1.300256e+01] 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.32: (a) the structure of the internal object model, and (b) the color infor-
mation encoded in it for the image object "white" in the eyes detection experiment. 
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Node id Mean, ft Standard devia-
tion, a 
1 [4.443662e+01, [5.571540e+00, 
3.87676 le+01, 3.648891 e+00, 
3.625352e+01] 4.794259e+00] 
2 [6.595098e+01, [7.005482e+00, 
5.369608e+01, 6.045683e+00, 
W / 5.787255e+01] 6.147803e+00] 
X \ 3 [1.083038e+02, [1.017331e+01, 
j A 8.405063e+01, 7.383104e+00, 
8.792405e+01] 8.178728e+00] 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.33: (a) the structure of the internal object model, and (b) the color infor-
mation encoded in it for the image object "iris" in the eyes detection experiment. 
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Table 5.5: Parameters of Eyes Detection Experiment 
Parameter Description Value 
CO Number of offspring in reproduction 3 
Br Reproduction Radius Range 3 
Dr Diffusion Radius Range 3 
dd Direction Density Vector [1 …8 
尘 Life span 3 
e Mutation rate 0.1 
9 Fitness threshold 0.2 
a constant in eq. 4.1 0.7 
P constant in eq. 4.1 0.3 
Marker Radius Radii of the Markers in Image Processing Layer 3 
I I 丨 
^ Node id Mean, jl Standard devi-
.I ation, a 
1 (white) [65535,0,0] [1, 1, 1] 
2 y 2 (iris) [65535, [1, 1, 1] 
65535，65535] 
(a) (b) 
Figure 5.34: (a) the structure of the internal object model of an eye in the object 
recognition layer. The node 1 represents the image object white and node 2 repre-
sents the iris, (b) the color information encoded in it for the feature object "eye" in 
the eyes detection experiment. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.35: (a) the original image of the experiment, (b) the result of the eyes 
detection process。The green crosses are the identified eyes locations. 
5.4.1 Result of the Eyes Detection 
The result of the eyes detection is shown in figure 5.35. The system has identi-
fied the locations of the eyes successfully. The processes in the different layers are 
shown in figures 5.36 to 5.39. Similar to the experiments of Fung Shui woodland 
recognition, the agents converge into the image features quickly and tend to search 
in some particular directions. The experiments have been repeated for five times 
successfully. Then the whole set of experiments have also been repeated on two 
other different face images with equal success. Our system is therefore capable 
of being applied to other problem domains without a change of the system infras-
tructure. W e can conclude that using evolutionary multi-agent system for object 
recognition is a general method which can handle different types of problems. This 
property gives an advantage of software re-us ability to the system designer, which 
cannot be provided easily by the traditional specific object recognition algorithms. 
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Figure 5.36: The snapshots of the distribution of agents for (a) white recognition, 
and (b) iris recognition in the image processing layer of the eyes detection exper-
iment. The last snapshots show the identified locations of whites and iris after 
voting. 
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Figure 5.37: The map of the voting values of (a) the white recognizing agents , and 
(b) the iris recognizing agents in the image processing layer of the eyes detection 
experiment. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.38: The results after voting of (a) the white recognizing agents, and (b) 
the iris recognizing agents in image processing layer of the eyes detection experi-
ment. The green crosses are the identified locations of target objects. The voting 
thresholds of image object white and iris are 0.5 and 3，respectively 
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Original Image Generation 10 • • 
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(a) (b) 
Figure 5.39: (a) the snapshots of the distribution of eye recognizing agents in object 
recognition layer, and (b) the map of voting values of the agents in the eyes detection 
experiment. The voting threshold is set to 10 in the object recognition layer. 
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5.5 Summary 
W e have presented the experimental results of S I M U L A T O R S in this chapter. W e 
have implemented an application of Fung Shui woodlands locations identification as 
a test case of our system. The experiments have shown the satisfied results with an 
accuracy score over 0.9 on average. The system is demonstrated to be robust since 
it can complete the tasks successfully even in very noisy environments. W e have 
also discussed our observations from the experiments. Finally, we have given an 
example of the eyes detection using SIMULATORS. This demonstration has shown 
our system is general and able to apply to different problems without much change 
of the system infrastructure. 
Chapter 6 
Conclusion 
W e conclude this thesis with a summary of our contributions and discuss some 
possible future research directions in this chapter. 
6.1 Summary 
At the beginning of this thesis, we have stated our motivation of the project. Human 
vision is incredibly good to recognize different objects, robust to noise and able to 
handle the unseen objects. Many tasks in daily life depend on our vision heavily. If 
we can simulate the process of vision then we can automate a huge amount of tasks. 
Much work about object recognition, computer vision and artificial intelligence is 
aiming at the goal of achieving human vision and recognition power to handle a 
specific task. Finding and recognizing a specific object in satellite images is an 
important but nontrivial task for the geographic experts. Many tasks cannot be 
done if the target objects cannot be identified, such as map reading, environment 
monitoring and urban planning. W e were proposed a novel evolutionary multi-
agent system, SIMULATORS, for object recognition in satellite images. Although 
we have applied our system on satellite images but S I M U L A T O R S is a general 
object recognition system which can be applied to object recognition processes in 
other domains. 
Our proposed framework is based on a set of evolutionary agents. The input 
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satellite image is divided into different layers according to the phases of the pro-
cess. The agents in different layers have different searching targets because they 
have different semantics and need different knowledge representation. The image 
is divided according to the knowledge representation level therefore the design of 
the system is clear and the dynamics of the agents are easier to understand. Even 
the target objects in different layers are different, the architecture and the control 
of agents need not be changed. This is one of the strengths of our system. The au-
tonomous, evolutionary and emergence properties of the agents help us to keep our 
system design neat and simple. W e do not need to teach the agents how to find the 
objects explicitly but just tell them what to search. The simplicity and the generality 
of the agents enable the system to handle different types of problems. 
Understanding the spatial relationships among different objects in a satellite im-
age is an important feature for an object recognition system as many objects are 
constrained by several spatial relationships among them. Many spatial reasoning 
algorithms are proposed [72]. However many of them are not a part of an object 
recognition system and need to work as an external module while they may need 
some separated knowledge models also. W e have integrated the spatial reasoning 
and object recognition ability in the agents. Given the knowledge of spatial rela-
tionships to the agents we have designed a knowledge model called internal object 
model to represent them. The model can describe the image objects in the level of 
pixels and also able to describe the spatial relationships among the objects in the 
level of object recognition (the level for spatial reasoning). It is a simple, generic 
and flexible model to describe the target objects. 
One of the problems we have faced in the project is how to build a suitable 
internal object model for an image object, especially in the level of pixels. It is hard 
for a user to understand the image properties and the relations between the pixels of 
an image object. Therefore, it is almost impossible to create an internal object model 
manually. To solve this problem, we have proposed an algorithm which can analyze 
the image properties and leam the relationships among these properties from a set 
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of training examples. This internal object model creating algorithm is based on 
the k-means clustering algorithm and used for the agent training. The generated 
knowledge models show that they can describe the image objects accurately in the 
experiments. 
Evolutionary computation has shown its robustness and efficiency in many ap-
plications. Evolutionary agents combine the advantages of evolutionary computa-
tion and multi-agent systems. Using evolutionary agents for object recognition has 
a big advantage that the system designer need not tell, or program the agents, how 
to find the objects. In the traditional methods, the designers need to design and 
implement an algorithm to search a specific image structure. For example, we need 
to write a module to search squares and another one for circles. However, in many 
cases we do not know how to search our target objects. Using the evolutionary 
agents proposed we only need to describe the target objects in the internal object 
models of agents, the evolutionary algorithm can guide the agents to the right di-
rections of the target objects. The agents can adapt to the image environment and 
improve their performances by selecting a set of best offspring. All these are possi-
ble because we have introduced the new direction density vector and the propaga-
tion algorithm in evolutionary process. The evolutionary behaviors of agents make 
the agents search only the potential areas, i.e. the areas may contain target objects. 
Therefore, the agents do not need to make an exhaustive search in the image. 
To combine the information found by the agents we have introduced the voting 
mechanism. The agents select the image features according to their current states 
and the local environments they are placed in currently. They have no global knowl-
edge nor the information of the others. The agents can select the best solution with 
a voting mechanism. The image features with greater support will be selected by 
the agents. W e have observed the falsely recognized feature targets are significantly 
reduced after the voting as the agents can collect the information from all the other 
related agents and select the appropriate results. 
To apply our novel system on a real world problem, we have implemented our 
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system for the Fung Shui woodland locations identification in satellite images. W e 
use this problem as our demonstration because Fung Shui woodland has strong 
spatial relationship with other objects, therefore it is suitable to be our example. The 
irregular shape and inconsistently texture of the Fung Shui woodland are not easy 
to handle with conventional methods. In our experiments we can achieve over 90% 
accuracy on average. The system also shows its robustness in the experiments as 
it is able to complete the tasks successfully with very noisy environments without 
suffering a great performance drop. As the results are promising, they suggest a 
worth investigating direction for further research. 
6.2 Future Work 
W e need to create the knowledge model by the internal object model creating algo-
rithm based on the k-means clustering. Although the experiments have shown the 
models created by this algorithm is quite accurate but when the complexity of the 
image becomes higher, we believe a more sophisticated clustering algorithm can be 
used. The model generated by the algorithm can be ambiguous because there are 
many combinations of the image properties (nodes). Different structures of models 
will give different results and the correctness of a model can be proven by the exper-
iments only currently. The structures of the models are controlled by the parameters 
in the algorithm and the studies on these parameters can be done in the future so 
that we can estimate the effects of the models before the experiments. 
The image properties we have used to describe our target objects are only the 
colors (RGB bands). It is not enough for a complex object obviously. To increase 
the expression power of the knowledge model, more types of the image properties 
should be added. For example, we can add the shape and the texture properties for 
other applications. In the design of the internal object model, we can add new types 
of nodes (image properties). W e may design a new type of node which describe 
other kind of information and attach it to the model. When the agents are applying 
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this node, they will search for this image feature if we have programmed a new 
sensor for them. 
Another investigation can be made with the voting threshold parameter. This 
parameter is set by the user who may have no idea on what value should be set 
if they are new to the system. W e set this parameter according to our experiences 
from the experiments. W e were found a reasonable value through the experiments. 
It is great if the system can figure out the value by itself. W e believe we can train 
the system with a set of training examples and the trained value can be used for the 
images with the similar image characteristics (brightness, contrast, etc.). H o w to 
make the voting threshold adapt to the image is a topic valuable to be investigated. 
Another possible direction is applying our system on more problem domains. 
W e have shown an experiment for eyes detection. Because our system is general, we 
can implement it for different object recognition problems without much change of 
the system. By giving different knowledge to the agents and tuning the parameters, 
the system is able to adapt to different problems. W e believe there are infinite 
possibilities for the applications of evolutionary multi-agent systems as long as we 
understand them enough. 
Appendix A 
The Figures in the Experiments 
W e place the figures of the experiments FungShui02 to FungShuiO? that are de-
scribed in chapter 5.2 in this appendix. 
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Attribute Description Value 
Kyj Initial population of 1024 
Woodland agents 
A^, Initial population of 1024 
Village agents 
:;:/�: Af Initial population of 1024 
FungShui Woodland 
！ 
-d^ Voting threshold of 100 
, Woodland  
, -： ^ i9v Voting threshold of 80 
办 f Voting threshold of 120 
Fung Shui Woodland 
(a) (b) 
Figure A. 1: (a) the original image of the experiment FungShui02, (b) the parameters 
used in the experiment FungShui02。 
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Original Image Generation 20 
‘ y H P . 
r , w^M 
Generation 2 Generation 30 
圓 隱 
Generation 10 Final result after voting 
(a) 
Original Image Generation 12 
� . / % m 
Generation 1 Generation 26 
i ^ a r‘ ：： 
Generation 6 Final result after voting 
(b) 
Figure A.2: The snapshots of the agents distribution for (a) woodland recognition, 
and (b) village recognition in the image processing layer of the experiment Fung-
Shui02. The last snapshots show the identified locations of woodland and village 
after voting. 
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Figure A.3: The map of the voting values of (a) the woodland recognizing agents , 
and (b) the village recognizing agents in the image processing layer of the experi-
ment FungShui02. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure A.4: The result after voting of (a) the woodland recognizing agents, and (b) 
the village recognizing agents in image processing layer of the experiment Fung-
Shui02. The green crosses are the identified locations of target objects. 
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Figure A.5: (a) the snapshots of the distribution of Fung Shui woodland recognizing 
agents in object recognition layer, and (b) the map of voting values of the agents of 
the experiment FungShui02. 
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Figure A.6: The result after voting of (a) identified locations of Fung Shui wood-
land, and (b) the Fung Shui woodland locations selected by the expert of the exper-
iment FungShui02. 
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Attribute Description Value 
Kw Initial population of 512 
Woodland agents 
激 ‘ k y Initial population of 512 
Village agents  
“ ‘ u C ‘ 二 ： ‘ � Af Initial population of 1024 
,,,一 ^ - ~ \ • FungShui Woodland 
(：‘；：：窗“；；； 
. � ^ ‘ ‘‘ f t -： ^ ^ Voting threshold of 100 
- - y � " ‘ ： V , “ '“： f . • 广 Woodland 
‘ ：„. V , > ^ ‘ dv Voting threshold of 80 
。 厂 Y!!!!!!  
, , 秦 箱 - ‘ ^ ‘ 一 i r i : 义 ^ Of Voting threshold of 120 
‘ ‘ - » , , ； Fung Shui Woodland 
么 -
(a) (b) 
Figure A.7: (a) the original image of the experiment FungShuiOS, (b) the parameters 
used in the experiment FungShuiOS. 
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(b) 
Figure A.8: The snapshots of the agents distribution for (a) woodland recognition, 
and (b) village recognition in the image processing layer of the experiment Fung-
Shui03. The last snapshots show the identified locations of woodland and village 
after voting. 
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Figure A.9: The map of the voting values of (a) the woodland recognizing agents， 
and (b) the-village recognizing agents in the image processing layer of the experi-
ment FungShuiOS. 
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Figure A. 10: The result after voting of (a) the woodland recognizing agents, and (b) 
the village recognizing agents in image processing layer of the experiment Fung-
Shui03. The green crosses are the identified locations of target objects. 
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Original Image Generation 20 
• • 
Generation 1 Generation 32 H^ EH + 
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Generation 10 Final result after voting 1 1 
KM 
(a) (b) 
Figure A.l 1: (a) the snapshots of the distribution of Fung Shui woodland recogniz-
ing agents in object recognition layer, and (b) the map of voting values of the agents 
in the object recognition layer of the experiment FungShuiOS. 
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(a) (b) 
Figure A.12: The result after voting of (a) identified locations of Fung Shui wood-
land, and (b) the Fung Shui woodland locations selected by the expert of the exper-
iment FungShuiOS. 
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Attribute Description Value 
k y j Initial population of 512 
Woodland agents 
厂-�~. - - - v；,^",,； A,； Initial population of 1024 
Village agents  
‘ . , . , < ? 《 、 ， ， ’ A / Initial population of 1024 
； ' C ^ ' ’ ： 〜 ^ 产 FungShui Woodland 
。 ' ， ‘ - ' 丄 f 4滋 ^ 
J A I ‘ Voting threshold of 100 
：糾‘》代 r � t � I Woodland  
'dy Voting threshold of 80 
-
办 f Voting threshold of 120 
伊 ‘ Fung Shui Woodland  
(a) (b) 
Figure A. 13: (a) the original image of the experiment FungShui04, (b) the parame-
ters used in the experiment FungShui04. 
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Generation 1 Generation 30 
闕 爾 
Generation 10 Final result after voting 
(b) 
Figure A. 14: The snapshots of the agents distribution for (a) woodland recognition, 
and (b) village recognition in the image processing layer of the experiment Fung-
Shui04. The last snapshots show the identified locations of woodland and village 
after voting. 
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Figure A. 15: The map of the voting values of (a) the woodland recognizing agents 
,and (b) the village recognizing agents in the image processing layer of the experi-
ment FungShui04, 
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Figure A. 16: The result after voting of (a) the woodland recognizing agents, and (b) 
the village recognizing agents in image processing layer of the experiment Fung-
Shui04. The green crosses are the identified locations of target objects. 
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Figure A. 17: (a) the snapshots of the distribution of Fung Shui woodland recogniz-
ing agents in object recognition layer, and (b) the map of voting values of the agents 
in the object recognition layer of the experiment FungShui04. 
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Figure A. 18: The result after voting of (a) identified locations of Fung Shui wood-
land, and (b) the Fung Shui woodland locations selected by the expert of the exper-
iment FungShui04. 
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Attribute Description Value 
Kyo Initial population of 512 
Woodland agents 
衡 J 驚 驟 邏 : I她1 populadon of 1024 
為 攀 》 ： ， 货 广 Village agents  
- , f , 厂 : W 、 . ： A y Initial population of 1024 
m ‘ � f ? ' ：； , 妙 d叫 Voting threshold of 100 
、 , : : ‘ > : 截 , 勸 ， / ； 
~ y- ' ' ,, > � ' ,v Ik - i - y "  
‘ 'V ” ， 〜 ' dv Voting threshold of 80 W'^^ ‘ r ' � � � ‘ -
… �A “ ‘ ，� ' ‘ Village  
V . ' ' . — ， 、 , 麵 、 . 》 、 \ � ’ df Voting threshold of 120 
« ,：命i ‘、金:��•‘：级 Fung Shui Woodland 
‘ 二 广 • 齊 'V./s. . 4 
(a) (b) 
Figure A. 19: (a) the original image of the experiment FungShuiOS, (b) the parame-
ters used in the experiment FungShui05. 
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Figure A.20: The snapshots of the agents distribution for (a) woodland recognition, 
and (b) village recognition in the image processing layer of the experiment Fung-
ShuiOS. The last snapshots show the identified locations of woodland and village 
after voting. 
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Figure A.21: The map of the voting values of (a) the woodland recognizing agents 
,and (b) the village recognizing agents in the image processing layer of the experi-
ment FungShui05. 
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Figure A.22: The result after voting of (a) the woodland recognizing agents, and (b) 
the village recognizing agents in image processing layer of the experiment Fung-
Shui05. The green crosses are the identified locations of target objects. 
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Figure A.23: (a) the snapshots of the distribution of Fung Shui woodland recogniz-
ing agents in object recognition layer, and (b) the map of voting values of the agents 
in the object recognition layer of the experiment FungShuiOS. 
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Figure A.24: The result after voting of (a) identified locations of Fung Shui wood-
land, and (b) the Fung Shui woodland locations selected by the expert of the exper-
iment FungShui05. 
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Attribute Description Value 
Kw Initial population of 512 
Woodland agents 
� - , � > : " / ' � 漆^ ^ 二)々厂卞、��’,I�了巧逢"X Initial population of 512 
Village agents  
Af Initial population of 512 
FungShui Woodland 
agents  
办切 Voting threshold of 100 
‘ - ：- Woo-nd  
: : \ X ' ，, t voting threshold of 80 
, . - ‘ / -df Voting threshold of 120 
: � 心•厂? ' ; r I Fung Shui Woodland 
(a) (b) 
Figure A.25: (a) the original image of the experiment FungShui06, (b) the parame-
ters used in the experiment FungShui06. 
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Figure A.26: The snapshots of the agents distribution for (a) woodland recognition, 
and (b) village recognition in the image processing layer of the experiment Fung-
Shui06. The last snapshots show the identified locations of woodland and village 
after voting. 
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Figure A.27: The map of the voting values of (a) the woodland recognizing agents 
,and (b) the village recognizing agents in the image processing layer of the experi-
ment FungShui06。 
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Figure A.28: The result after voting of (a) the woodland recognizing agents, and (b) 
the village recognizing agents in image processing layer of the experiment Fung-
Shui06. The green crosses are the identified locations of target objects. 
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Figure A.29: (a) the snapshots of the distribution of Fung Shui woodland recogniz-
ing agents in object recognition layer, and (b) the map of voting values of the agents 
in the object recognition layer of the experiment FungShui06. 
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Figure A.30: The result after voting of (a) identified locations of Fung Shui wood-
land, and (b) the Fung Shui woodland locations selected by the expert of the exper-
iment FungShui06. 
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Figure A.31: (a) the original image of the experiment FungShuiOV, (b) the parame-
ters used in the experiment FungShuiOV. 
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Figure A.32: The snapshots of the agents distribution for (a) woodland recognition, 
and (b) village recognition in the image processing layer of the experiment Fung-
ShuiOT. The last snapshots show the identified locations of woodland and village 
after voting. 
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Figure A.33: The map of the voting values of (a) the woodland recognizing agents 
,and (b) the village recognizing agents in the image processing layer of the experi-
ment FungShuiO?. 
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Figure A.34: The result after voting of (a) the woodland recognizing agents, and (b) 
the village recognizing agents in image processing layer of the experiment Fung-
ShuiO?. The green crosses are the identified locations of target objects. 
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Figure A.35: (a) the snapshots of the distribution of Fung Shui woodland recogniz-
ing agents in object recognition layer, and (b) the map of voting values of the agents 
in the object recognition layer of the experiment FungShuiOT. 
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Figure A.36: The result after voting of (a) identified locations of Fung Shui wood-
land, and (b) the Fung Shui woodland locations selected by the expert of the exper-
iment FungShuiOT. 
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